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TUCUHCARI, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY. MAY

CITIZENS MEETING
AT COVRT HOUSE

19,

1906.

until the citv lms a waterworks SIGHT SELECTED FOR.
ODD FELLOWS' HOME
system, and we think it would Incorrect for the county to assist
N. F. Stevens has returned
through its hoard of commissioners from trip to Koswell where he
tin- matter of a public well, as it is
went as one of the trustees of the
.1

-

Roa.d to be Opened Immediately
South Into the Puerto tvnd
Dodson Communities.
WATER.

QUESTION

IN HANDS

OF THE COMMITTEE

The meeting

of the citizens of
called to meet at tin-- ,
court house Tuesday afternoon at
4 o'clock, convened as per an- nouncement and was called to or-- 1
derby Col. Human and the object
of the adjourned session stated
and the report of road and well
committee asked for.
J. A.
Street and J.J. Harrison, two of

the committee present reported
that a preliminary survey of the
proposed road south of town had

been made and the cost approxi-- 1

calculated. Their estimate
that the road com- pleted beyond Tucumcari moun- tain to a point where it would
tersect other roads running to the
various settlements south, would
be about 250.
A resolution of thanks was passed by the meeting expressing the
appreciation of the citizens of Tucumcari for the services already
rendered by the committee and
asking that it be continued until
the work under consideration was
completed.
A finance committee was appointed in the regular way and
asked to raise the necessary funds
among the people of Tucumcari to
build the road. The committee is
Alex. D. Goldenberg, Joseph
and Donald Stewart.
The water question had been
disposed of by the road and well
of the cost was

in-- 1

for a period of one
$25 having been subscribed to keep the Taylor well in operation for the use of the general

committee

month,

public for that time. In the mean
time negotiations will be opened
for sinking a public well.
The meeting adjourned to meet
again at the offices of Mechemand
Davidson at 4 o'clock Tuesday 22,
when it is desired to have as many
citizens out as can possibly come
to hear the report of the committees and to assist in taking whatever further action is desired. The
road matter is now well under way
and while there must soon he more
road building, this may tide us
over until the county commission
ers can get their consent to take
road building under consideration
The public well we must have

every citizen of the New Mexico Odd
Fellows' organcounty who comes in with a team. ization to assist in the selection of
HOMESTEADS ON RESERVES a site for the erection of a terri
torial home for aged and decrepit
'The hill authorizing homestead Odd Fellows, their wives and orentries ol agrieultutal land within phans.
the limits ol a forest reservation,
At the lass meeting of the terri
where it is shown that the land in torial grand lodge, it was decided
question is more valuable, for
to erect a home for Odd Fellows,
rifultiual than for forest purposes, and a committee of trustees to se1,!IS passed both
the Senate and lect the site and look after the
Mouse ol Representatives. It will erection of the building was apuiulfiuhU'dly receive the signature pointed, consisting ol N. F.
of the President and become law
Stevens of this city, A.. A. Bear-ru- p
within a few days.
of Carlsbad, Alexandei Howie
The bill is an important one. of Gallup, John Jolts of Raton,
especially to the people of this and Mark Howell of Koswell.
immediate vicinity. Any practical
The first meeting of this board
man can see at once how much of trustees was held in Rowell
more beneficial it is to tin- country Miy
and that city decided upon
to iithortze the occupation and as the town in which the home
y
cultivation of small tracts of
should be erected.
The trustees
cultural lands to be found in the at once began looking around for
of forest reserves than to a suitable site, finally deciding up-- a
drive out all persons who would
place near that city, containing
1'Stablish homesteads on such land, some ten acres, planted with about
l"t il 1,IIS tilkvn tllL' government 700 fruit trees and with a perpetofficials at Washington a long ual water right upon it.
An offer
time to find this out.
It may be was mode to trustees by the ownthat this is one of the good results er which was at once accepted
of transferring the management of anP the deal will be closed in
the
the forest reserves to the Bureau near future, upon the return of the
needed

by

1

agri-matel-

i

of

Forestry.
Homesteaders

owner of property, who was away
at the time the board of trustees
reserves held thier final meeting on the

establishing

homes within the forest
will not trespass upon the timber matter.
rights of the government. On the
Mr. Stevens stated that it was
contrary, their presence will he an ideal location and one well suitmore or less a protection to the ed to the purposes in hand. About
forests against the carelessness of $3. 000 will he expended upon the
men who through neglect might erection of a building which will
The re he constructed so as to allow of its
cause destructive fires.
cent measure will result in the being added to as occasion detaking up of a number of home mands. Albuquerque Citizen.
stead entries within the limits of
the Gila Kiver Forest Reserve and WILL HUNT YAQUIS
will materially add to the re"
WITH BLOOD HOUNDS
sources of this section. Silver
In order to put a stop to the
City Ineependent.
depradations that have been waged by the Yaqui Indians in northYOUNG PRODIGALS
ern Mexico and in Arizona, word
Last Sunday Melvin Buchanan, conies from Nogales of a novel
Dock Phillips, and Fred Marcus method of fighting the Yaquis that
decided that the way of life in Tu- promises to be successful.
Dr.
cumcari is too burdensome, and Lorenzo Boido, of Guaymas, has
turned their backs on the town, been given authority by the Mexfriends and relatives and hiked ican government to put a stop to
over the Dawson in quest of pas- the warfare that has raged against
They are none of the whites for so long.
tures greener.
One com
them over 15 years old and may pany of Indian fighters left Her soon tiro of earning their own pro- mosillo for the Indian country last
vender.
week. The Yaquis are to he hunt- ed with blood hounds, and any of
Louis jahns is employud hy the the natives found in the mountains
Treasurer-CollectoHe came in or valleys, away from their towns,
a few days ago from San Francis are to he killed.
Any Yaquis who
co, where he took part in getting may voluntarily present themselves
away from the recent earthquake. rtt a military post or town and sur
r.

Subscription

$1.50 a

year

render are to he spared, and the
Indians are to be deported to Yucatan. It is expected that at least
eight companies of trained Indian
fighters will be organized and distributed through Sonora, when the
fight to the finish is expected to
begin.

STR.IPES R.EMOVED FROM
PRISONERS WHO BEHAVE
t
It is understood that
Trellord, ol the New Mexico penitentiary at Santa Fe, proposes soon to remove the stripes
from those prisoners who give
good behavior, and to substitute
Supeiin-tenden-

the plain uniforms which have
been adopted in more advanced
penal institutes as condusive to the
morals of the inmates.
In the New Mexico penitentiary
the convicts have been divided into three classes: The first grade,

denominated "trusties; convicts
in this grade will weai clothing of
plain dark blue stuff with the num
ber they carry on the records in
small white'nunierals on the col
lar; second grade, probationary,
clothing will be ol gray, resembling what is known as cadet gray,
the numbers being indicated in red
letters of a larger size than the
first grade on the collar; the third
grade will have to wear the prison
clothing or prison stripes with
large black letters thereon.
In addition, Supei intendent Trel-foi- d
has under consideration plans
for the erection of a dormitory for
the trustees wherein they will be
housed in large sleeping rooms
and will not be compelled to occupy small cells as do all the convicts now, regardless of length of
sentence, of the nature of the
crime and of general behavior,
It is believed by
good or bad.
Superintendent Trelford that this
plan will also aid in making better
men of many of the prisoners.
RODEY WILL PROBABLY
GO TO PORTO RICO
It is rumored around that
Rodey .has been asked
by the president it he would accept the federal judgeship of Porto Rico, and Mr. Rodey himself
does not deny it. The Citizen and
the people of New Mexico for that
matter have a warm spot in their
hearts for Mr. Rodey, and we do
think this not only an eidence of
the president's friendship for an
able and worthy man, hut high and
proper recognition for a man who
certainly deserves well of the people.
From what the Citizen can
hear on the streets everybody regards it as a great honor, and everybody hopes Mr. Rodey will accept it, even if only for a term.

MADE-OVE-

R

POULTRY HOUSE

An Instance of tho Genius of Utilizing the Old and Unused Things
on the Farm.

biis-w-

i

It only cost us $11 to move our old
and get enough new
CARICATURES.
flooring and other material to make MECHANICAL
tills useless old building over into a
comfortable brooder house. It Is not A Trick in Photography Which la
a handsome building; a good deal of
Used to Produce Amusing
the weather boarding Is old, the winPictures.
dows are tome old discarded ones that
be
years,
up
In
had laid
the garret for
Even the art of caricature Is to
mechanically. If would
but It will make a comfortable, roomy performed
winter home for the pullets that were seem, with tho aid of distorted photophotographic
Such
raised lu It. And next spring we will graphic
films.
build a new brooder house.
monstrosities ate even now appearing
Wc ilntl that 50 hens are etiougn to In the papers under the name of
keep In one house, and we have divided
photographs, or something of
The the kind. The process by which they
this house into two parts.
scratching place Is in the front part, are produced is said to be the Invento tion of I. Ellsworth Hiiro, of Chicago
and the back part or the building
be their roosting
place. This old It Is thus described in Popular
building is higher than there Is any
need of, but the upper part wo nave
"I.'.y tho discovery of a praetial apn
fixed into a storing place for grain, 'to plication of a
fact with
we can food the hens without making
to the nature of ph aographl"
so many trips to the barn in bad winfilms and their actions under the inter weather.
fluence of heat as well a.s the influence
There's no use trying to make poul- of certain
chemical. .Mr.
try a success without suitable buildHare lias succeeded in producing per
ings and conveniences, declares a cor- fect Kiinclniciis of caricatures by a
...
respondent of the Prairie Farmer. Wo purely photographic process. When
III
have tried it and know it is uphill is taken into consideration what an
work. But "where there's a will there's lmnortant tmrt photography on
,0
a way." On many farms there are old one hand and caricatiP'o-skotcliP'on
sheds and buildings like our old smoke tlie other have played in the develophouse of iiitlo use, more of an eyesore ment of modern illustrating, the imthan anything else, that can be transportance of the new discovery bceom?s
formed with a little labor and expenso at once apparent.
Into comfortable homes for the winter
"As Is well known o all photoglayers; and comfortable quarters they raphers, tho ordinary
must have If wo want thrifty laying plate is supplied with a collodion film
hens.
which, under ordinary commons and at
the ordinary temperature, is firm and
POULTRY HOUSES.
insoluble. Such a Him naturally will
produce upon exposure an exact imA Discussion as to Whether the W
to a
pression. If 'he film is
Should Be Large or Small
moderate degree ol heat, however, it
will become soluble and rim.
Value of Sunlight.
photo
"in manufacturing
There is controversy among poultry graphic plates the coll idion film la
raisers as to whether the windows of
poultry houses should be largo or
small. The men lu favor of large windows say they wish to get a great deal
of light into the houses.
Those In
favor of tho small windows say that
the glass cools off rapidly at night and
that poultry houses with large windows are colder than poultry houses
with small windows. a11 of our in- smoko-hoiis- e

METHOD
Vvi'2.

OF DIPPING SHEEP

It. A. Craig Describes Convenient Arrangements for the
Small Tanner.

Dipping t lu; entire animal in a solution, which will kill the insects and
re vent dsease is huth simple and
Very simple appliances will
serve where only a few animals are
to be treated.
A box or tank for the
dip and a few feet of drain board arc
More
all that is really necessary.
complete arrangements serve to reduce
of
the labor where larger number
sheep are handled.
The advantages of a metal dipping
tank are so marked that no men' ion
nead be .indo of any others. They
are cheaper in tlte long run than any
e
tank. For a drain board
an ordinary wagon bed will serve
home-mad-

tented In the picture caricatured, whlln
it. mm
dU nl' the other oijoris
al form.
their
pplvlng ibis principle to a slnglu
being, any portion
fluuro of a human
ot the person may be allured as desired,
thus producing an accurate oariontttro.
only to
The posHlbllltks are limited
the ingenuity of the photographer,
one car may be elongated; the nose
to appear a fool In length, while
remain ttn-.,ii the other features
bo inflated lileo
( hanued; one cheek can
to tho
i, balloon, or the neck stretched
size of a linger or drawn out longer
than the body."

'

r-

n

1

WIRELESS

BY

BICYCLE.

Portable Light Telegraph Apparatus
Which Gorman Anny Will Use.
in Africa
A

ery light portable

wireless

out--

i

to be iv by the (ionium army in
Afrlci. is described by Dr. Alfred
Amor-ba- n.
(iradenwitz, In the Rilontlfle,
fit

Says thp wilier:
"Chielly remarkable in this portable
of generating
outfit are the means
energy. A bicycle dynamo Is used.
The cotistrui live principle of the latter
is simple.
a miiill direct-curredvnnir.o of nbmtt 1mi watts output Is
... .. t.l
1.. r...,ivi
Tllf. i.dln..
"i"""
m
" "'
'y "
rhino going !.y smart pedaling. From

'.

-

"'

g

FIG.

f;g.

l.- -A

2.

I'

SIMPLK DIPPING OUTFIT.
k k m a n h n dipping out-

fit.t

quite well if arranged on supports as
.shown in Fig. 1. It must slant toward
the tank, so as to return the liquid as
it drips from the wet sheep. The lioor
must be light enough to prevent leak- Where n large number of sheep arc
handled and a fixed device is desired,
a chute and drain lioor may be con
structed .is shown in Fig. 2, out ot
light fencing timber.
The most effective dips contain sul- -'
jihur, lime, tobacco or arsenic in some
proportions. These may be mixed in a
mitnner to be quite harmful, and pre- caution must always be taken to have
i he .olutions fresh and not loo strong.
The Colorado dip is made up of ;!:!
pounds flowers of sulphur, 11 pounds
unslaked lime, and loo gallons of Witter.

photo-.-raph-

i

a
the

i.k r.KNKRATl.v; station.
of tlm bicvele frame the
moeineni n transmitted to tho dynamo by means of a
driving :i spo- hilly designed aluminum
disk, the
ratio of transmission being so designed as to l:a e the dynamo produce
sparks of four millimeters length in
:he induction coil, in normal opera-ioAs the dMiamo Is located In
front of the operator, the latter Is in
position at any moment to supervise
Volume of Jlie required
uniform activity.
Tho weight of
he dynamo outfit is :m kilograms (GU
to pass through Poultry Jfoutt
pounds
I.
In
the place of the device
per Hen pee Dy
ibove described, a stationary moto-ycl- e
with a dynamo fitted on can be
tUM tfJir
used. Apart from t he dynamo a portable accumulator battery can bo made
use of to supply the energy required.
The battery Includes eight colls (Hi
MHCH..NKW1. CAItir TI'HK (K Wh. volts),
possessing a capacity of about
v
UA.M J MR VAN.
.'lu ampere-hour- s
y
with a five hours' disflowed onto a plate that his received charge.
The admissible limit of dis
a coat of gelatin. This causes it to
charging
firmly to the glass plate. The greater ii.tenslty is about 2i per cent,
0 f.H.
than the energy necessary In
caricature photograph, how. ver, is pro- normal
working
order. The cells are
by
PROPORTION
OF AIP. SFPPI.Y TO duced
tho use of wha: is known as
in an ebonite box. which is
IIKN.
a stripping plate, In which tho nim Is enclosed
in turn divided into two compartments
flowed onto a plate will h has
"f 30 kilograms weight each."
vest igaiions, however, point to the merely edged
with a gelatin coating
large windows as being the most servThis leaves all
iceable. It Is true, that the more glass edge plain glass of the plate but th
Largest Steel Ingot.
to which tho jiolutln
One of the largest steel Ingots
the colder the house, but it Is also does
that
adhere, lly the ,;Se of n knife
not
has ever be n made was recently cast
true that If tho fowls are properly blado
the film in this kind f plat can at
protected from drafts, a few degrees be
the
Manchester
foundries of Sir W.
readily removed, which constlttttoB
of cold more do not count for any0. Armstrong. Wbitworth & Co. Tho
the first stop in the process of cari- ingot
thing. In many of our 'loultry estabweighing
120 tons was cast on
lishments now, the windows are be- cature photography,
fluid pressure system
"By the application or heat from a tho
ing merely covered with cloth, and
f this firm.
The molten motal,
gas
lamp the film can lo easily
the birds are entirely comfortable in
120 tons in weight, was poured
such houses. There should bo largo stretched into almost any conceivable from the melting furnaces into a ' ago
windows on tho east, south and west shape, with the drawback, however as ingot mold box weighing ISO
any amateur can testify, that
tons.
sides of all poultry houses, says the
thf When the run was completed tho mold-bo-Farmers' Review. This lets in tho imago is liable to hu hiurrt-- and in
was placed in a hydraulic press,
fact hopelessly distorted, in order t .
sunlight, which is a powerful germitho rant of which is six feet in diani-e.er- .
cide and which dries up the moisture control tho st retelling iu Hwh a w
and subjected to a pressure of
In tho poultry house. .Moisture is an as to got the desired result, tho film '''.72i pounds per square
inch. The inenemy to nearly all farm stock, and is treated with a chemical preparation got is for the
machinery of the new
ingredients
tho
of
which
wo
are
keep
can
poultry
the
a
tho drier
tho
score turbine Cunurd llnor now
bettor. Tito poultry enjoy tho sun of tho inventor of tho process The construction on the Clyde. in course ot
degree of success which lias boon
streaming in through the windows.
attained in implying this formula In
Gh-lWill Be Girls.
controlling ti,0 roshaping or
Agnes Algy is milking shoo
If the pons are kept clean and llco the Imago Is shown i,
eye.s
tho illustration at me.
and mites are abs:u diseases will representing a man
walking down tho
' rarely appear iu the llock.
.
I always
Pandora
thought
him a
Tho figuro of a man is reyrc- muttonhoud. Judge,
Bprock--

lt.

n.

'

i'-i

very effective dip used and tested
by the bureau of animal industry is
made of 24 pounds of Ilowers of sulphur, eight pounds unslaked lime and
100 gallons of water.
This Is made by
mixing the sulphur and lime to a paste,
and then boiling for three hours in 25
gallons of water, stirring It rapidly.
Let this stand over night and drain oh
the clear liquid, to which add the
rest of the 100 gallons of warm water
before dipping.
The combined tobacco and sulphur
dip is made by steeping 10 pounds of
tobacco leaves in warm water for one
day; ihen boil a few moments and let
stand over night. Strain off the liquid
and add to it as many pounds of sulphur as tobacco used. Add the sulphur Just before dipping. Dllire the
whole mlxtur" to lot) gallons.
.More trouble is saved by using the
prepared dips now on the market,
many of which are very effective.
They should be mixed carefully according to directions and never too
strong. Dip the sheep thoroughly,
putting them entirely under the liquid
for a few seconds. Then allow them
to drain thoroughly, as several pints
of liquid will bo held by tho wool as
they wajk out of the tank. The loss
In this way will be less according as
tho sheep are dipped Immediately
after shearing.
A

White Clover on Clay Soil.

lawns may be
made with white clover, which grows
rapidly, Improves the soil nnd prepares it for grisses. An ounce will
plant ubout ten square feet.
On heavy clay soil

i

repre-sewin-

g

.:

,

ttt-eot-

DUAL LIFE OF NEW
E

RAILWAY MOTOR CARS.

la October,
of friendship with her.
Ilia:!, his wife was ill when he was
('tilled to a national
of
convention
Mrs. '.,'olt
bankers in San Francisco.
accompanied him.
"She did not intend to go nil 'Un
way," sail Mr. Kiley. "When we "ft
Drooklyn my wife was not expected to
told Mrs.
recover. On the way west
Mho
wanted to marry her.
Colt
We thought my wllo
was willing.
would be dead before our return to
was suffering from
Drooklyn, and
it general
breakdown.
'When we reached Hammond, Iv.d,.
nan es.
we married under our true
That marriage cannot be denied. Wo
continued on to San Francisco.
went to thi! convention, then look Mrs.
We spent
Colt down to Los Angeles.
it month lucre and then returned east.
"My wife did not die. but grew better. Then1 was nothing we could do
secret.
except keep everything
tt Drooklyn avenue,
bought a homo tit
furnished it, and made it over to
have mainSince then
Mrs. Colt.
tained the home and have given her
everything she could want.
"! don't see why the public should
Intrude in private allalrs ol tins namade a mistake nnd am willture.
am supporting my
ing to pay for it.
first wife in the best possible way
and glvlnjj my second everything she
wants.''
I

CONFESSES

THAT

HE HAS TWO

WIVES LIVING.
FACT
T.

IS

KNOWN TO

BOTH

W. Kiley, Wealthy Banker and
Business Man, Says He Took
Second Spouse When First One
Wns Expected to Die.

Now York. That Thumtis W. Klicy,
a millionaire hank president and hardware dealer in Hrooklyn, litis: lor i lit
last three years kept two wives in separate establishments, lens than ha'f a
mile apart,
an amazing faet Unit beta ine known here recently.
Mr. Kiley, in reply to qiostions,
broke down and admitted it till, lie
said he had no excuse to offer nave that
he loves both women, and he married
the second only when ho felt sure his
ilrst and legal wife was abouf to die.
Klley's legal wife lives in his mansion at UOl Jefferson avenue, vlth her
two sons and two daughters by her
She was the wife of
llrst husband.
James Kiley, a brother of Thomas.
James Kiley died 112 years ago, and she
man led her brother-in-laThe second wife is housed in i magnificent place at UK! Brooklyn avenue.
She is known as Mrs. Flora A. Colt,
and lives with her son by her llrst
She was
who was a westerner.
U.
Flora Drown, daughter of tluy
Drown, a wealthy hardware dealer of
the eastern district of Drooklyn. with
whom many years ago Kiley started
lie as a clerk'.
Kiley, vho is G: years old, is president of the North Side hank of Williamsburg and is reputed to tie worth
He has a targe busiseveral millions.
ness under the firm mime of Thomas
He also
W. Kiley & Co.. in Drooklyn.
is interested heavily in a structural
iron business.
The facts came to light through the
filing of a suit against Kiley and wife
No. 2 jointly by John S. tirifllth for
$:'.7,0()l).
Mr. Griffith was counsel for
:i year ago in a suit
for
wife No.
He says t'icre
$2i0,000 against Kiley.
was no trouble between then', but he
was ill, and wished to provide for her
H

bus-ban-

e

foiii-fiflli- s

I

I

I

t

WEDS GIRL 21 AT AGE OF 80

SO

Hendricks, of this city, went
and married a sonoriwi aged
21. When ho was 81 his llrst child was
When he was !ifi his seventh
born.
Now. aged '.Hi, he
child was horn.
breaks two ribs while tit work, and Is1
recovering.
Hendricks Is a brick mason of this
city, and will be !H) years old on April
2!, and among the tilings for wl ich
he is thankful are the lads that the
two ribs recently broken are niend'.ng
nicely and that his youngest child, Aurora, iiged three, is its healthy and
In
happy as tiny girl of her years
town.
Cupid did not figure seriously in Mr.
years
Hendricks' career for several
after his birth. In fact, he remained
a shrinking bachelor until he was
brickmason
su.
Then the
won the heart of a senorita mimed
She was 21
ISuearnaelon refers.
when she became his bride July i).
1SS7.
The marriage took place here
and the children, seve'n of them, were
born in southern California.
Hendricks says that he has smoked
tobacco and drank liquor most of his
life. He was born in Somerset, Ky.,
This was eight years
April 211, ISO".
before Waterbo. He has personal recollections of events which aro now
chronicled as ancient history.
Simon

Lived Tea Years Without Eating.
London. For ten years before nis
death at Kingston the other day a
man named Joseph Knight had not
Hleven years ago,
eaten any food.
while on a yacht at Kllba, at Cosport,
drank some detergent
he. accidentally
in mistake for porter, with the result
that his gullet and other internal orlie was placed
gans were destroyed,
In the .'lands of an able surgeon, who
not only saved his life, but also enIK TWO W1VKB.
V. 13. KII.KV AND
abled him to live for more thau ten
futuro In case he should die and all of years in comparative comfort by means
his (.state go to his legal wife. The of feeding through a tube in his side,
It
matpr was settled out of court. Kiley leading directly in his stomach.
cha.ges that nrlfllth's largo fee was a is remarkable thai, although unable to
eat, he could always enjoy a smoke.
"sli.tko down."
He wtis about 10 y.'iirs of ago.
With tears in his eyes the millionaire banlor laid bare his romaiao and
Sort of Curio Shop.
its strange culmination In a polygamous life. He said he was ashamed,
The surgeons who operated on a man
in tho London hospital tho other day
but it could not be helped.
"I have told my legal wife," he said, round In him 2a pieces of cork, 20
"of the matter, and she agreed to pieces of tlntoll. a loadon bullet, a
Ignore Mrs. Colt, yet all is amicable piece of string 18 inches long,
in small change, a piece wf
between Mrs. Colt and tnjseir."
Ho said ho had known Mrs. Colt leather nine inches long with ti hook
from childhood, and after her husband til each end, sevoral pieces of clay
dletl live years ago was on close terms plpofetetn und portions of a nuwspaps.
nire-penc-

"PE-RU-N- A

WORKED
SIMPLY MARVELOUS."

e

Remarkable Los Angeles Father Has
Seventh Child at 96 Breaks
Two Ribs at DO.
At the age ot

tpc

t

I

Los Angeles, Cal.

What Internal Combustion Has Done
For Automobiles Successful Experiments on Railroarin.
The development of the internal com
bastion engine is so recent thai tii
public has scarcely had time to appie-ciatIts marvels.
Ten years ano,
when automobiles were called "homeless carriages," It was supposed that
they could reach th"it higlu at d" lop
nient only through elect tie power, but
this supposition was soon proved erroneous Tlie intrrnal combustion eii
glue, with gasoline as fuel, has hem
found to be best adapted to litis pin
pose, and probably
of th- automobiles now in use are of this
Two or three years ago the gasoline
motor was peril cled to such an extent
that a small and very compact englm
could generate enough power to pull
heavy loads, and this brought about
the application of the automobile id a
railway
to
Several
nuispot lation.
railroads, notably the 1'nion I'uciflc.
have made oxpt liments in this direction with highly satisfactory results
The Tnion I'aelflc now has six motor
cats in operation and anotln r und r
const ruction, and it is intended to
build a sufficient number to handle, the
local Ira file Ik t ween cities which ar"
near enough together so that the round
trip can be made in a day.
The first of tliae ears built was
lurned cut of lie Omaha shops about
ii year ago. and after rcpc:ittd tests
was placed in daily service betwen
Kearney and Callaway, N braska, a
distance of aixty-livmlh s, making cm
round trip dully. This, being an experimental car, is much smaller than
feet
those built since. It is thirty-onlong, m united on it single
truck and weighing only a liille over
twi nty tons. During the tests it mad
ii nip from Omaha via Denver to Portland. Oregon, and return, entirely tin-r its own power, and climbed the
steep mountain grades without
The other five cars are each
feet long, with seating capac
ity of
and aro provided
Tin
trucks.
with two
power is i'tinishtd by a
power,
gasoline engine of
special design, capable of generating
a sliced of from forty to sixty miles
tin hour. Two of these cars have baggage compartments, and all of them
are now in daily use, one between
anothei beHouston and (lalveslon.
and Lawrence.
tween Loavenwoilh
Kansas, while still another is in the
suburban service out of Los Angeles.
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ATTACKED

THE

HEART

Suffered Severely

With Headaches
Unable to Work.
Miss Lucv V. Mcliivney, 452 JJrd Ave.,
Brooklyn,
Y., writes:
"For many months I suffered

ly

from headaches and pains ir
the side and back, sometimes being
unable to attend to my daily work.
"I am better, now, thanks to Peru-nand am as active as ever and have
no more headaches,
"The way Peruna worked In my
case was simply marvelous."
Wo have in our files many grateful
letters from women who have suffered
with the symptoms named above. Lack
of space prevents our (jiving- more than
one testimonial here.
a,

It is impossible to even approximate
tho great amount of suffering which Peruna has relieved, or the number of
women who have been restored to health
and strength by its faithful use.

W. L. Douglas
$3i?&s3 SHOES,

Awful Neuralgia Caso Cured to Slay
Cured by Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills.
any form is painful but W. L. Douglas $4.00 Cllt Edge Lino
Neuralgia-iwhen it attacks the heart it is frequently
cannot bo equalled atany price.
fatal. Complicated with indigestion ol
u form that affected the vital organ it
threatened serious consequences in an instance just reported. The case is lial of
Mr. V. L. Cleaves, of l'leasaiithill, J.a.,
who tells of his trouble and euro us
follows :
" i traveled considerably, wns exposed
to all kindsof weather and was irregular
in my sleeping and eating. J suppose
this was the cause of my sickness, at
any rate, in May, 11)0."), I had got so bad
:
that I was compelled to quit work and
take to my bed. I had a good doctor
and took his medicine faithfully but
grow worse. I gave up hope of getting
better and my neighbors thought I was
sarely going to die.
" I had smothering spells that it is
awful to recall. My heart flattered and
JULY
then seemed to cease beating. 1 could
v876
till Capital 2.5oo;ooq
not. lie on my left side at all. My bauds
my
face. W. L. DOUGLAS MAKES & SELLS MORE
and font swelled and so did
After reading about Dr. Williams' Dink MEN'S $3. B 11 SHOES Til A N ANY O THER
IN THE WORLD.
Pills in a newspaper I decided to try MANUFACTURERREWARD
to anyone who can
M fl nfin
them and they suited my 'ase exact iy.
disprove this statement,
OlUjUUU
Before long I could see an improvement
it could take you Into m v three large factories
ot Brockton, .Mass., und show you the Infinite
and after taking a few boxes I was enwith which every pnlrof shoes Is made, you
tirely cured. I am glad to make this cure
would realize why V. L. Douglas $.1.50 shoes
statement and wish it could cause every cost
more to make, why they hold their shape,
t sufferer to trv Dr. Williams' Pink Pills."
fit better, wenr longer, nnd tire of greater
value than any other $3.50 shoe.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills do not simply Intrinsic
IV. L. Douglas Strong Mads Shoes for
deaden pain; they cunt the trouble which
Mon, $2. SO, S2.00. Boys' School &
causes the pain. They are guaranteed to
Dross Shoos, Insist
$2.50,$2,$1.75,$1.60
upon lunlim V.I..l..iig.
contain no narcotic, stimulant or opiate. InsCAUTION.
Noiio Kuiiulno
Mines. Tiilii if Niiti.'tltutc.
Those who take them run no danger of without hi
ami prim htaiiin'il on lintti'in.
forming any drug habit. They ac; Fast Color EtieU'is used ; thru will not wear brassy.
Wrlto J'ir lttnstriitoil ('nlalng.
direct ly on theblood and it is only through
XV. U. DOl'OI.Ah. ltrocktim. Muss.
t!H) uloou mat any meuieiue can reaen
tho nerves.
Trade Murks,
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills aro sold by all
Cni.vriKliis unit
I,
druggists or will be sent, postpaid, on
i' h ii r lie ii rod,
V
W.i sill
St
'.ill
Hick
mi. I). C.
fowl
receipt of price, fit) cents per box. sis Natii in
boxes for ifa.fiO, by the Dr. Williams
DEFIANCE STARCH
Co., Soheue'ctudy, N.Y.
t
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Professional Cards

KNIGHTS TAKE NOTICE
..11
st. u mat u
It is earnestly
iuuK
nieinhers ol
20. Kniirhts oi Pythias, hv present
night's meeting,
at Wednesday

....

n-ii-

c jj iCM

12M

I

May 23, 1006.
EuNKST

Deputy Grand

District
cellor.

JONES.

i Salt Meats, Pigs Feet,
Butter and Eggs.
Oysters ii Season.

Poultry.

JACKSON -- Q ALBR AITY1 -- FOXWORTtl
'( Incorporated January ist

Clayton, N. M..
Anril
i90h'
sufficient contest affidavit having been
Sanders,
ed in this olf.ee by T. II.
contestant, against Homestead lintry No.
Mv. Sec?79, made June ft, i)oi, I r
Township
o
K
Section
X
and
t
tion .,
lV
n North. Kam i 'inst- - b" Jussu
Hlaine, contestee, in which it is alleged
wholly
that the said Jesse C. Hlaine has
al.andoned said tract of laud; that he has
changed his resilience therefrom for more
than six months last past; that the said
tract has never been settled upon or cultivated or improved: that said laches have
existed from the initiation of said entry,
and continue to the date of this allidavif
and that said alleged absence from said
land was not due to his employment in the
Army, Navy, or Marine Corps of the
United States as a private soldier, officer,
seaman, or marine, during the war with
Spain, or during any other war in which
the United States may be engaged.
Now therefore, said parties are hereby
notified to appear, respond and offer evidence touching said allegation at 10 o'clock
a. 111. on June 15, 190O, before X. V.
Ilallegos, I.'. S. Court Commissioner, at
his ollice in Tucumcari, Xew Mexico, and
that final hearing sill be held at 10 o'clock
a. in. on June 21, 1900, before the Register
and Receiver at the United States Land
Ultice in Clayton, Xew Mexico.
The said contestant having, in a proper
alli'lavit, filed April
'jo', set forth facts
Etc. which show that after due
diligence personal service of this noticv cannot be
made, it is hereby ordered and directed
that such notice be given by due and prop
N. M. er publication.
Kdward W Fox, It;gisu-- r

Now Maxifio.

ucuincan,

of the Interior. United Slates
Und Office

ATTICSON

MATTESON,

&

Attorneys at Law.
AND COLLECTIONS.
LAND OFFICE PRACTICE
RELINQUISHMENTS
AND
CLAIMS.
PATENTED
FOR SALE.
PROPERTY
RESIDENT

PUBLIC
Xkw

NOTARY
-

Tl

I'M! MM,

J

1. WHAKTON,

MKXiro.

Attorn ky at Law.
do a general Civil and Criminal practice, (live promt personal attention fb all
business.
I

New Mexico.

Alamogordo,
J.

IIITTSON,
AT'l't) V. N U Y- - A T-- 1

.A

W

Land Practice.
Tect'MCAUt,

-

ReNEIIAN

&

-

Xkw Mk.xicQ.

i

ioj.)

SPECIALTY-A-

SIZES

LL

Your patronage is appreciated

and GET PRICtS

Tiicumcari,

Splendid Cafe Car Service
Meals a la Carte, has been established by

El Paso & Southwestern
trains 29 and 30, running between 101
Paso and Alainogordo, serving break
fast south bound and dinner north
bound, leaving J01 Paso. This inovation
adds much to the comfort of the trip to
101 Paso.

on

Santa

Fo,

Now Mexico.

-

J)R. RUSSELL
PHYSICI-A-

and SURGEON

Ollice next door to Pioneer Drug Store.
Calls attended day and night.
'Phone in

Tu.lM'

Winter Trips
0

THOMPSON,

LAWYERS,

CO.

Doors, Sash, Moulding, Finlstiing, Lime, Cement

CALL

Attorney at Law,

NOTICE

PHONE 34.

!ET.

WINDOW GLASS A

C. DAVIDSON,

jS

e, Lard, Bologna.,

Now MosiOOs

-

-

Chan
-

Diriment

&

Tiicumcari,

(-

CONTKST

EET

LaXuM'oN,

District Attou.nt.v,

Colorado

RI.

Xew Mexico

IIBIT

Cheaply made because 0( the "winter
tourist"
rates now in elfect.
The Rocky Mountain region offers:
Drv, clear climate.
Plenty of sunshine.
A tonic atmosphere.
A "snap" in the air
that makes you want to ho
up and doing."
ponderously beautiful mountain scenery.
lie Rock Island is ihe
road to take to Colorado
lands you directly in DL,1Ver or
Colorado Springs,
as desired.
Sum, pronounced advantages in
our train service,
1

Daily

Service

and

Excellent

Connections

For Mexico. Douglas, Bisbec, Waco,
Tombstone, also for Clifton and Mnren-c- i
are still maintained without change.
For rates, folders,
H. H. HARGIS,
AQT. C. R. I, A E. P. RY.

TUCUMCARI

V.

schedules and other information
d. P. DONOHUE,
ACT. E. P. & S. W. SYS.
TUCUMCARI

all on
STILES,

V. R.
GEN. PASSENGER AGT.
EL

PASO

Li t m. inlut m von.

nrai

H. H.

Hargis, Agt.
Tiicumcari, N. H.

F. HERRING,

Puerto Pickings.

L.

M.

Correspondence.

& SWKCKON.

J

Store.

Niiv Mux co
THONK

for Cl. K.

Taylor.

i no

Said parties are hereby notified to npponr.
respoii'! and oifer evidence touching said
allegation at 10 o'clock a. m. nn Juno
1906, before N. V. Gallegos,
V. S. Court
Commissioner, al his office in Tucumcari,
New Mexico, and that final hearing will lie
held at 10 o'clock a. m. on July 5, 190O,
before the Register and Receiver fit tlio
United States Land Office in Claytsn, New
Mexico.
Trie said contestant having, in a propor
affidavit, filed May 7, 190G, set forth facts
which show that after due diligence, personal service of this notice can not be
made, it is hereby ordered and directed
that such notice be given by duo and prop

a.

May 7, 1900.
sullicient contest aliidavit having been
filed in this office by J. M. Hedgecoko, Jr.,
of Fndee, New Mexico, contestant, against
Homestead entry No. 4O1 , made March
9, tyoj, lor isw'4 Section 4, lownslnp to
North, Range jO Fast, by W. F. Shotwell,
contestec, in which it is alleged that said
W. F. Shotwell has wholly abandoned said
tract; that he has changed his residence
therefrom for more than six months last
past; that said tract is not settled upon and er publication.
Edwakd W. Fox, Register.
cultivated by said 'party as required by
law, and that said alleged absence from
the said laud was not due to his employ- M.
ment in the Army, Navy, or Marine Corps
Licensed Embalmer
of the United States as a private soldier,
Complete Stock of Funertvl Goods.
officer, seaman or marine, during the war
with Spain, or during any oilier war in Preparing bodies for shipment a speeulK
which the United States may be engaged.
Orders taken for Monuments, Ftc.

i

Joe Loller is breaking horses

NOTICE

Department of the Interior, United State
Land Office
Clayton. New Mexico,

nice rain tell Friday afternoon.
Tlio fanners tire bus plowing and planting Iced.
A

Calls answered. Next door to Jones Jewelry
TtlOUMCAItt,

CONTEST

Mr. U M Connelly's sister is visiting at
the ranch.
Charles MclJial, our constable was in
N. V. GALLEGOS,
Puerto Monday.
Mr. Wilson is improving his claim just
U. S. Court Com.
uorlli ol Puerto.
Land Filings, Final Proofs, Contests,
There is some talk of a drugstore being
and all land matters at tended to.
built at Puerto soon.
No charge for final proof applications
Okkick at Court IIocsk.
Mr. A. V. Ross has been sick (or some
iiue, but Is impioving.
Misses Mamie and 11 sic Lockler visited
at J. M. Hodges' Sunday.
STOCK EXCHANGE
If. L. Newby is putting in a well at his
place. He has water a j.s feet.
Mr. Filer's little girl who was bitten by
i snake last week is doing very well.
Opposite Big Store's
1 here is a petition
being circulated for
new road iioin Tucumcari to Puerto.
Sugar Valley
Fred Walther has put up another wind
Cane Spring Bourbon
mill at his place to irrigate his garden,
Old Crow, Anderson Co.
Uuckenlielmer Rye
b P Wilson, lately from the Creek Na
Clark's Rye
tion, will farm on the Taylor place this
Itunten Rye
year.
Pure White Corn Whiskey
(leorgc Yates was down from this plains
All kinds of Wines and Liquors
Sunday.
He is putting in a farm at his
GEORGE A. MOORE, PROP.
ranch.

LANDOFFICE.

H. KOCH,

saloon

1

Your Patronage
Main St.,

Solicited

t

N

Sunday.
Our summer school
with a good attendance,
Hodges as teacher.

MONARCH

CIGARS.

t

CO.,

H. M. SMITH

THE
:--

-

49
49
49

N. M.

t

We are glad to learn that the business
men of Tucumcari have awakened to the
necessity of a public well, for a great many
of our people have been going to liovina,
Texas, for supplies on account of bad roads
and no water at Tucumcari.
Hear Grass.

W. F. Glenn, Prop.

h
vj

of Customers.

Correct Treatment

Barber Shop
HOT AND

b

-

-

-

Agent Alamogordo

N'i'.w Mkxico

r,OLIFNRFKO.

Steam Laundry

1

W1C AR10

77777777777777777777777777

E. P. & S. W.
In Effect Sunday April 8th, 1906.
GOING FAST.
No. 124 leaves Hock Island depot Tu
cumcan 9.15 A. M.
No. 124 leaves F. P. it S. W. depot Tu
cumcari 9:25 A. M.
Giving passengers chance to procun
tickets and bauuaiie checks at F. P. .V b. W
depot.
Arrive Dawson 4:55 P. M.
FROM THE FAST.

i2j leave Dawson 9:4 5 A. M.
Arrive Tucumcari, (K. 1. depot; 5:2
P. M.
No. 124 carded to make connection with
eastbound train at French 3:52 P. M. and
with No. 133 westbound train 10:45 A M

I'm-s-

8

'A

Tucumcari
Boot and Shoe Shop
.... .....
..

........

Hoots made to order,
guaranteed, plain calf

ff

Morocco leg,
feet

ilg

Rest patent calf vamp,
Kangaroo top

J

No,

Si

JJ

-

-

V.

Sts.oo

calf-ski- n

$14,110

K

s.no

.

C. N. McMAINS. Prop.
DYER., General Workman

F

.

L

TWLOK

Sin.

1).

TO STAY, AND SOLICIT
YOUR PATROXAGK.
OUR RATES

ii

PROP.

Every enterprising citizen should patronize
a. local industry or enterprise.
rV v

I). L. CASH, Proprietor

TIME TABLE.

bb
bb
bb
bb
bb
bb
bb
bb
bb
bb
bb
bb
bb
bb

Saloon.

A. B. DAVBER,

IN CO R PC) RAT1C

BATHS.
Tucumcari,

upi IblUI

TRY THEM.

BATHS

COLD

Elephant

I

K

On the Corner.

1

TUCUMCARI
Power Co.
Water, Ice

THE PHOENIX

Barber Shop

Good Wines.
Liquors and Cigars

Kentucky Whiskies,

A. D.

X

I

Treatment Good

White

49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49
49

TENDER

LEGAL

(afe

ar and

OMFORTABLE

49

The United States Deputy Marshal for
this district was in Puerto the 10th inst
He left for Texico, but willl return the
He says the fences must go.
aSth.

LIQUORS and

Coney Island

JAMES LANIGAN,

X

Go
Hurrah for Tom of Lloyds Valley.
for them, Tommy. Wc need a good road,
and we of Puerto will stay with you.

FINE WINES,

TUCUMCARI,

Monday
Miss Texia

Darby was down from Morris' ranch
Sunday. He reports grass good and sheep
doing well on the plains.

SALOON.

I

started
with

00L

1

iiv
r3

Stradley and family, Mrs. Newby
and Mrs. Ross called on the firings family
J

Tucumcari.

-

i

RlCASONAliLlC.

THE PLAZA HOTEL
P. A. BERRY.

Prop.

X

Newly Renovated and Refurnished
THE ONLY FIRST CLASS ROOMS IN THE CITY.
PATRONIZED BY THOSE WHO KNOW.
Pm
Ri iionabK
-

STOP, WOMAN!

An Ancient Mariner.
Simpson of tha
Cnpt. Alexander
Aberdeen liner Moravian, rocentl
coinplo'od Ills seventy-firs- t
round voyage from London to Sydney, a record
which It Is believed lias no parallel
in
ho movant ilc
niarlno. Captain
Simpson computes he has sailed L'.Ouit,
nun miles without a mishap under the
llag of the Aberdeen line, which he
joined in 1S05.

AND CONSIDER
TUG ALL'
IAIPORTANT FACT

I

That in addressing Mrs. Pink- liam you are confiding your private

mm

What We Need.
Something lhat will insure n
action of the liver, kidneys, stom-icand bowels, cute eonstitpatlon and
sick headache, something that will
purify the blood, cleanse the system
anil bring good health. Garfield Tea,
the mild herb laxative, does nil this.

tint-ura- l

ills to it wiiman-woman whose v
enon with women's dis
eases covers a great
jnanv years.
Mrs. Pinkhnm is the
daughter-in-laof
Lydin. Fi. Pinkhnm,
and for manv years
a

SOLDIER CENTENN ARI AN.

w

nnderherdirection,

una since nrr
eeuso.sne na.s oeen

tie- -

Mm.. ,f

X.jfyjA

rtit

VW'OSV.
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A

B
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Buffer in silence ami drift along from
bad to worse, knowing full well that
they ought to have immediate assistance, but n natural modesty impels
them to shrink from exposing themselves to t lie questions and probable
examinations of even their family
physician. It is unnecessary. Without
money or price you ean consult a woman whose knowledge from uetual experience is great.

Mrs.

Standing Invitation.

Pink-ham'- s

Denver Veteran Will Soon Reach One
Hundredth Year.
On May 2tuh William Taylor, probably the oldest man in Colorado, will
become a centennarian. says the Denver News. Taylor, who is veteran of
the Hlack Hawk, Mexican and Civil
wars, is living in the Savelle apartavenue and
ments at Seventeenth
Franklin street, in this city, is in splendid health and takes a
walk
eeiy morning.
He was born May 'in, ISOC. In
Scotland, anil the record of
his birth is in the old chapel of lhat
town. He came to America when a
boy, and was among the first to enlist
in the Hlack Hawk War in Wisconsin,
the famous struggle with li Indians
in which Abraham lirsi atiracted attention as a captain of volunteers.
The
Hlack Hawk War broke out In IS.")'.!.
Talor also enlisted for service at the
outbreak of the Mexican War and
A
served throughout the campaign.
shell exploded ill his feet at the siege
of Vera Cruz, but he escaped serious
injury. When Fort Sampler was fired
on iliis veteran was again among the
first to enlist his servicis for the
cause, lighting in the Wisconsin
U'ginieiit that was a. part of the renowned Iron Hrigade.
In spile of his Km years Mr. Taylor
is in possession of all his faculties, has
'worn glasses but a few years and then
only to read, is not deaf and takes a
daily constitutional that would tire
many a man half his age. He is probably the most regular' of all of Dr.
Coyle's attendants at the Central Pros-n rlan Church.
two-mil-

i

Women suffering from any form of
female wonknessaro invited tiipromptly
communicate with Mrs. I'inkham. at
Lvnn. Mass. All letters are received,
opened, read and answered by women
only. A woman ean freely talk-- of her
private illness to a woman: thus has
been established the eternal confidence
between Mrs. I'inkham and the women
of America which has never beer
Out of the vast volume of
broken.
experience which she lias todraw from,
it is more than possible that she has
gained the very knowledge Hint will
help your ea e. She asks nothing in
return except your good-wiland her
advice has relieved thousands.
Surely
any woman, rich or poor, is very foolish
if she does not take advantage of this
generous offer of assistance.
If you are ill. don't hesitate to get a
bottle of I.ydia K. l'inkhuni's Vegetable
Compound at ouee,nml write Mrs. I'ink,
ham, Lynn.
for special advice.
When a nieili, due has been successful
in restoring to health so many women,
you cannot v .'11 sav. if limit tr ing it,
" I do not believe it will help me."
l,
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How's This?

We offer One lluiulrcil
nf i iitarrli tliut caunut
i.iiiiirrh Ciiio.
Wo.
fur till)

untlilc
ublu tu

uO'ii.iti,.' You )i.iv imlv
We will i'ti u ii
in
7.M
I'KU MoNTH mi nu ll tl 'l)ii w Mh
l'KIt
CKN'T MMl'LK I NT! :IU''T
iihi.uai
TMI2 STANDARD HEAL
liniiillilv
AiUIn
UoTATK LOAN COMPANY. Washington, U.C.
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TOWER CO.,

BOSTON, U.S.A.
TOWER CANADIAN CO.,
Toronto, Can.

Ltd.

Mahms,

hiiiI l iv nil

llall'ii

Hnu'nli.
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I'llln
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Lowis' .Single Hinder straight ftc cigar Is
good quality all the time. Your dealer or

Lewis' Factory, I'uoria.

t2
Jf

111.

It's a wise mining stock that knows
Us own par.

HE ATTENDS TO BUSINESS
v.ho goes straight to work to cure

Hurts, Sprains, Bruises
by the use of

and sa

.j,
t

......

.""s t.

r

cobs Oil
a-

It Actr. Like Music.
4

i

AND

They Stand Alone.

THE JUDGM

Typical Instance of n Denver
dicial Celebrity's Trentmont
of Youth.

......

Seven years ago, before there was
such a thing as a juvenile court, a boy
of nine was arrested in Denver for
burglary. He wan brought into tho
criminal court, tried as a burglar, and
sent to jail. Ho served a term of years,
during which he learned thoroughly tho
trade which ho had been accused of plying. When he was released, writes
Frances .Manic Hjorkmaii, in the Amor- lean Monthly Review of Reviews, ho
began to practice in earnest. He was
rearrested, recommitted, and, after a
second term, turned loose again, a more
accomplished burglar than before. A
few months ago he was shot tit by the
Denver police in an attempt to escape a
third arrest. He was raptured and
brought into the Juvenile court, still a
mere child that otiht to have been go- lug to school.
Judge "Hen" H. Llndsey, who presides
over the tribunal, was confronted by a
bold, hardened and unnaturally sharp
young expert in crime who had mystl- fled the police by telling half a dozen
different stories, .bulge Lindsey began
by telling the hoy that he didn't believe
him to be half as ' tough a kid" as the
police had made him out. and that ho
would not be "sent up" If he was "square
wiih the court" and made a clean breast
of his trouble with the "cops."
This new treatment got from the hoy
his real story. He had been led into his
first offense by a desire for a knife with
which to make a kite. His father re- fu.ed to get him one. and he broke into
i barber
shop and look a razor. According to the letter of the criminal law,
the boy had committed a burglary. As
there was no "juvenile" law at tho time,
he was dealt with as a professional
housebreaker.
Asked about his first
trial, he said to Judge Lindsey:
"Aw, de guy wid de whiskers, wot sat
up on tie high bench looked over at do
'cop,' and de 'cop,' he says: 'Dis is a
very bad kid: he broke into SniitlTV
barber shop and look a razor, and he admits it, yer honor. Don de guy on i)
high bench sends me up widoul givln'
Jne a clianci to say a wold "
Thus, the boy was well started on a
criminal career before he was ten years
old. Fortunately, he fell Into the hands
if the Denver juvenile o;ui. which had
been established in the interval between
his second and third arrest, while ho
was still able to "pull up." Instead of
telling him that he was a bad boy and
sending him to jail again, Judge Lindsey told him that he was a "bully fellow" and set him free- - no probation.
that boy is still going uphill as
fast as he was going downhill before.
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relief, all nlone.

conspicuous exaninlo of oppn,
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dealing with tho sick
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afflicted,
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Prescription for weak,
d
"run-downnervous.
women, and Dr. l'lcrce'n Golden
remedy
famous
Medical Discovery, the
for weak stomach, Indigestion, or
torpid liver, or hll ousnesB, all
whether of tho
catarrhal affections,
stomach. IkiwcIh, kidneys, bladdor, nasal
or other
bronchia,
passages, throat,
passnges. also as an effective remedy
for all diseases arising from thin, watery
or Impure blood, as scrofulous and skin
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Our idea of a true friend is one who
sees us only from our own viewpoint.
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To Launder White Silk Handkerchiefs.
Do not put white sill: handkerchiefs
in the ordinary wash as they are easily
laundered at home. Make a strong
lather of Ivory Soap and water, hut do
not rub the soap on the handkerchief
or use sotla. Kinso ami iron while
damp with a moderately ho iron.
Eleanor R. Parker.
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of the above medicines
bears upon its wrapper a badge of hon- g
esty in the full list of ingredients
rhitc(l in plain Kufjlxsh.
It
This frank and open publicity places
these medicines in a elass all 1U thrw
tirlrrs, and Is the best guaranty of their
merits. They cannot be classed as patent
nor secret medicines for they aro neither
-- being of known composition,
Dr Pierce feels that ho can afford to
take tho afflicted Into his full conlldenco
and lav all the Ingredients of his medicines "freely before them becauso theso
ingredlents'aru such as arc endorsed and
most strongly praised by scores of tho
most eminent medical writers as cures
for tho diseases for which these mediTherefore, tho
cines aro recommended.
afllicted do not have to rely alone upon
as to tho
Dr Pierce's recommendation
curative value of his medicines for certain easily reiognized diseases.
A glance
at the printed formula on
each Ixittle will show that no alcohol anil
drugs enter
no harmful or habit-formininto Dr. Pierce's medicines, they being
wholly compounded of glyceric extracts
of the roots of native, American forest
plants. These are best and safest for
the cure of most lingering, chronic diseases. Dr R. V. Pierce can bo consulted
ntcr. by addressing him at RulTalo,
aro reN Y , and all communications
garded as sacredly confidential.
It is as easy to be well as ill and
Constipation ia
much moro comfortable.
the causo of many forms of illness. Dr.
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure constipagrantion. They aro tiny, sugar-coateules. One little Pellet" Is a gentle laxative, two a mild cathartic. All dealers in
medicines sell them.
Aid for Detectives.
lie conclusions
of a scientific
writer in the current issue of tho Lonv
don Mont hi
Review are accepted,
murder mysteries in the future will ho
much easier of solution. The writer,
If

Paul rhleuhiith, announces that ho
has discovered a means of Identifying
dried human blood. What this signi'
lies will be apparent when It is stated
that the greatest experts in medical
jurisprudence have hitherto held It wiu
impossible
to
ascertain positivtdy
wluiher or not the d.ied blood wuH
'liai of human being or an animal.

i

Knieker Is your husband an
after dinner speaker. Mrs. Hockei No.
but he does a powerful lot of grumbling
dui lug it.
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Price, 20c. and 50c.

Shipments of American Tea.
This year ll'.oou pounds of choice lea
will be shipped from what is at present
the only tea farm in the western hemisphere. The farm Is at Somerville. S. C.
In the face or difllcultles that at times
seemed insurmountable,
but, on tho
other hand, with the kindly assistance
of the Cnlted States government, thn
Somerville tea farm has grown to a
point where it can offer serious competition with the best grades of tea
shipped from China. India, Formosa or
Java. Hut, above all. it has been demonstrated that, barring the question of
labor, the finest tea can he successfully
grown at home, and there is nothing that
gladdens the heart of an American more
than the discovery that he can outer
Into compel It ion in a field hitherto denied him. Technical World.

Inland Surf Baths.
German lake resorts and other Inland
watering places are interested In ;i
novel artificial surf bath which wan
tried last summer In the Starnberg
lake, near Munich. A big tank is built,
'ir a portion or a lake or river is
At the outer end is placed tho
machinery, which consists or either an oscillating partition
a largo plunger which Is dropped
or
o
,t.
the water at roguinr Irtorvals. Tho
't result
is a curious sutmltuto for nat$' ural wavos.
wave-makin- g

In--

FOR

NERVOUS

PEOPLE

Michigan Mother Prbsorved to Hor
Family by Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills.
When the blood is impoverished the
nerves starve and neuralgia or something
more serious swiftly follows. Nervous
people, aro generally palo people. By
supplying through tlio blood those vital
elements that tho nerves need, Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Palo People havo
performed those remarkable cures t line
make it impossible for any nervous suf- ferer to neglect them.
A recent cumi is that of Mrs. Peter
Morrisette, of No. :ilo Eleventh street,
Alpena, Mich., who writes as follows:
"My trouble started with childbirth.
After one of my children was born I had
a kind of paralysis.
was very wealc
and my mouth was a little crooked. I
was always tired and was so nervous
that I could not hear to hear ii dog bark
or n bell ring even the little bird in its
cago would annoy me. My heart fluttered a great deal and lhad di..y spells.
I was not able to be left alone.
"My doctor gave me different kiudu of
medicine, changing it several times.
Whou it was evident that ho could not
help me he said ho did not understand
my ease. This was three years ago and
I was very much discouraged, when mv
brother, who had taken Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills, recommended them to me. I
tried them and noticed a chango for tho
better when I was taking tho second box.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills cured mound I
have been well over since. I now do all
my own housework, sewing and wash-inA

g

for seven of us."
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills lmve nlso

cured diseases caused by impure or impoverished blood such "as rheumatism,
aiiiemiaand
of the grip.
All druggists sell Dr. Williams' Pink
Pills or the remedy will bo mailed, postpaid, on receipt of price, aO cents per
box, six boxes for .?2.r(0, hv the Dr. WiK
llama Medicine Co., SohoncQtady, N. Y,
after-effect-
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The Lodges

J. (i Russell,
Physician and Surgeon.

Chamberlain's

Pioneer Drug Slme,
rugs and Medicine
This Racket Store.
Thi! K. C. Bar.
The Phoenix Barber Shop.
Bates Brothers, Puerto, N. M.,
I

Doing

A

Business in Tucumca.ri
and Qua.y County.
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OF

NEWS

ADVERTISERS

Watch The Ads in The News, They will
Help You When You Wvrt
To Buy

Street

&

Lumber and Huildin

Texas

Department of the Interior,

States

Lawyer.
Matteson,
Lawyers,

Teo. D. Martinez,
County Surveyor.
F. Herring, M. D.,
Physician and Surgeon.

Miss Lillian Pruett,
Vocal and Instrumental Music.
M. H. Koch,

Funeral Director and Embalmcr.

N. V. Gallegoy,
U. S. Court Commissioner.

Tucumcari I3oot
Gross, Kelly

The Children's Favorite
...OUIIE8
Coughs, Colds, Croup and
Whooping Cough.

N. M.

April 5, 190G.

Lawyer.

13,

Cough Remedy

United

suflirient contest affidavit having born
filed in this oll'ice by W. D. Richardson of
New
Mexico,
Tucumcari,
contestant,
against Homestead Entry No4525, made
April o, Hjiij, mi or,..
ia, i uwir
ship 9 North, Range 30 East, by Robert
J. Briggs, contestee, in which it is alleged
that the said Robert J. Brings has wholly
abandoned said tract; that he has changed
his residence therefrom for more than six
months last past; that said tract is not
settled upon and cultivated by said party
as required by law, and that said alleged
absence from the said land was not due to
his employment in the Army, Navy or
Marine Corps of the United Staes as a
private soldier, oflicer, seaman or marine,
during the war with Spain, or during any
other war in which the United States may
A

Hittson,
&

Lund Office

Clayton,

C. C. Davidson,

&

& Shoe Shop.

Co,

General merchandise, wholesale and retail.
W. T. Nicholson,

Blacksmith and Horseshoeing.

Jim's Restaurant.
Rock Island Eating House.

Top Notch Store,
Confectionery and Groceries.

It'NTKK,

K of R S

Tucumcari Lodge No.

Investment Co.
Real Estate.

CONTEST NOTICE

Material.

I

A. P. & A. M.

A New Mexico

Lawyer.

Matteson

R L

Golden Rule Cash Store,
Dry Goods A Clothing.

M. C. Meclieni,

V. J.

Tucumcari Lodge No ag, moots ovory
Visiting brolhrmt
Wednesday evening
cordially invited
C C Davidson, C C

Stot.kmon.

Jones,
O. K. Meat Market.
Co.

Knights of Pythias

Thin remedy in fnmou for ltn cured over
nlnruo imrt of the clvlllzod world. It cun
nlwnvH bo dimondod uiinn.
It contnltiR no
opium or otlmr harmful druR nutl inn? bo
Kivun ab confidently to n baby in to nn ndult
Price 25 cts; Largo Slzo, GO cts.

27.

Meets every first and third Monday in
each month. Visiting brothurs invited.
JllllN 15. Wiiitmohh, W. M
M. C. Mkciikm Sec.

Patented Lands For Sale
Three patented ranches for sale, run
Will soil for
acres each, on thu Pajaritn.
tf
Inquire at this office.
Si.soanacre.

old saddle
FOR SALE - One
pony horse; one brood sow; one 'iron bod
See O. A. Mason,
WANTED - Girls for dining room, lunch spring and mattress.
Tucumcari.
room and pantry work.
S15 per month,
Rock
with board and room furnished.
Island Eating House, Tucumcari, N. M.
There is building brick for sale at
tf
tf
Co.

be engaged.
Now therefore, said parties are hereby
notified to appear, respond and offer evidence touching said allegation at 10 o'clock
a. m. on June 7, 1006. before N. V. Gal- legos, U. S. Court Commissioner, at his
office in Tucumcari, New Mexico, and
that final hearing will be had at 10 o'clock
a. m. on June 14, 1906, before the Regis-

ter and Receiver at the United States
Land Office in Clayton, New Mexico.
The said contestant having, in a proper
Wm. Troup,
affidavit, filed Aprils, 1900, set forth facts
Coal Dealer and Transfer.
which show that after duo diligence per
Legal Tender Barber Shop.
sonal service of this notice can not be
Fowler Bottling Co,
made, it is hereby ordered and directed
Beer, Coal and Ice.
that such notice be given by due and proper publication.
The M. B. Goldenberg Co,
Edward W. Fox, Register.
General merchandise, wholesale and retail.

We are offering bargains in every deNot if o.s Kiel) as Rockefeller.
partment, especially in Dry Goods and
Call and see us.
Notions.
The M. B.
If you had all the wealth of Rockefeller,
tf
Goldenberg Co.
the Standard Oil magnate, you could not
buy a butter medicine for bowel complaints
than Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
FOR SALE 400 acres of patented
Tim most eminent
Diarrhoea Remedy.
land ten miles southeast of Santa Rosa,
cannot prescribe a better prepphysician
and ifio acres of patented land 3 miles
aration for colic and diarrhoea, both for
south of Santa Rosa on the Pecos river.
children and adults. The uniform success
TuM.
on
call
Mcfjuaid
For particulars
of this remedy has shown it tobe superior 10
cumcari, N. M.
i tf all
It never fails, and when reothers.
duced with water and sweetened, is pleasUBBER STAMPS and seals, manu- ant to take.
livery family should bo supfactured by Ellis Bros., El Paso.
Sold by all druggists.
it.
with
plied
Leave orders at this office.

R

Pioneer I3akery.

Knights of Pythias.

THE HIGHLY BRED

A. F. & A. M.

STALLION ST. ASAPH.

T. W. Heman,
Real Estate and Insurance.
Tucumcari Townsite & Investmeat Co.
Legal Tender Saloon.
Tucumcari Telephone Exchange.
First National Bank.
Tucumcari Pharmacy.
Street & Baker,
Livery, Sale and Feed Stable.
Henry

&

Co,
Lobby Saloon.

S.C. Pandolfo,

Insurance and Real Estate.

J. A. Street,

What Think Ye of This?

Coal Dealer.

Barnes & Rankin,
Furniture and Undertakers
S. C. Campbell,
News Stand and Confectionery,
Miss Emma Jahns,

Millinery.

Coney Island Bar and Cafe.

White Elephant Saloon.
Tucumcari Water, Ice

&

Power Co.

The Plaza Hotel.
Whitmore & Co,
Staple and Fancy Groceries.
Clint RuMierford
Saddles and Harness.
Stock Exchange Saloon.
Monarch Saloon.
Tucumcari Laundry.

Grand-so-

n

of Norval, 2:14

St. Asaph is a handsome dark chestnut
sorrell, with right hind foot white and
strip in face, stands 17.1 hands and weighs
1416 pounds; foaled June 28, 197.
Individually he is a horse of grand finish
and plenty of substance, with a fine dispo
sition, deep strong shoulders, stout back,
very strong loins and stifles, strong bone
with good feet and legs.
His blood lines are of the best, as will
be seen by his tabulated pedigree--th- o
most popular and prolific speed producing
combination in trotting blood lines, thu
kind that get money on the race course and
the prizes in the show ring.
That he will beget speed and grand road
qualities there is no doubt, as he not only
inherits but possesses these qualities in a

marked degree.
Even common mares bred to a horse of
this class cannot fail to produce foals that
will find a ready market as carriage horses
horses.
or roadsters as well as
He will make the season to a limited
number of mares at the barn of J. A.
Street, Tucumcari, New Mexico, at S20.00
to insure foal; money duo when mare is
parted with or fact ascertained.
Will not be responsible for accidents or
escapes, but best care taken of mares sent
to me.

For further particulars address,
15. J. BATES,
Puerto, New Mexico,

Hrs. Alex Street said that Mrs.
Welch told her that her friend Mrs.
Hurley told her that Mrs. Pandolfo
had said that Mrs. Ernest Langston
had actually declared that her friend
Mrs. Wharton had been told by Mrs.
Goldenberg that Hrs. Barnes had
really been heard to say that when
it came right down to the fact about
matters that Hrs. Russell and Hrs.
Curren had both declared they had
been told by Hrs. Carter that there
was no place in this country where
you could get better values in Shirt
Waists and Shirts than you could at

Gross, Kelly

&

Co.

SEEN AT THE DEPOT GATES

TIIK TUOUMCAIU NEWS

rhei'o Arc Frequent Blockades When
Women Hunt for Their
NEW MEXICO.
Tickets.

TUCUMCAUI

Novel Charity.
When there wore only a few rich
lieople society left them to shift lor
themselves. As the number Increased.
Kays Youth's Companion, wo envied
them, abused thorn, reminded them,
hot without some hypocrisy, that they
might not be as happy as we poor
folk. The world was willing to give
them relief of their money, but never
(ought to ameliorate
their unhappy
condition. In New York city is a new
settlement of expert workers In charity, situated near the mansions of the
rich, and designed to uplift the downtrodden millionaire.
The member of
the hoard who writes of the work in
the Outlook appreciates the humor of
the Idea, but he Is in earnest.
Just
lis charity has introduced rich people
into the settlements among the East
oitle poor, now by compensation
a
charity Is bringing the power of the
least side II inspire philosophy, enthusiasm for the arts, patriotism, civic
pride and human sympathy among the
heretofore abandoned rich. The settlement is teaching wealthy women the
domestic joy with which many of the
huddled poor are blessed because they
nurse their own children and do not
make them orphans in the care of
hired nurses. It is teaching the
to respect and Imitate the best
that is In "how the other half lives."
Human character enervated by wealth
Is no more to be blamed than human
character debased by poverty,
lioth
need teaching.
Each class has those
who successfully
overcome eireum-itanc- e
and those who fail. The failure
among the poor is a tramp "with no
Visible means of support."
The lallure
among tli-- rich is happily described as
having no iinisible means of support,
no resource within himself. To teach
helpless millionaires how to work and
how to play is to uplift potentially
good citizens out of the wallow of gold,
just as oilier settlements have raised
good citizens out of the mire of penury.
one-ha-

lf
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Chance for Americans.
The inventor who will devise an
method of dispelling fog or counteracting its effect will reap a great fortune, says Technical World Magazine,
it is said that a week of the fog so common in London, especially in the latter
part of December, costs the railway
jompanies there $l,uuu,u00, and the caba day, while the loss to mermen
chants is beyond calculation. The excess of gas used on a foggy day would
supply a town of 10,000 people an entire
In conseyear. It Is estimated
quence of foul atmosphere, the people
of the Hritlsh cap'lal are put to from
$li,',,JO,ouo to $uri,oiio,000 in unnecessary
expense annually, and in winter enjoy
of the time, to
sunshine only
which they are untitled. The effect or
Ihe fog is aggravated by the outpourings
chimneys, which infect
of smok-lade- n
Iho air, bringing periodically an' alarming increase in tlci death rate through
accident and from diseases of the
organs.
elll-rie-

h

The l.'ubil of keeping bunches of $100
hills in shoe boxes in bedroom closets
up to S22,iiito is not to be commended.
It Is uv stale to keep over $20,000 in the
house, advises tile Abilene Heflector,
though doubtless many Kansas farmhandling
er. gn w cireless through
their increasing wealth and do not
realize how large a sum they have on
hand. It is a good plan for farmers
to count their money every week or
two and deposit all above $20,000, just
a littlo handy mojtty, In some good substantial bank.

E. J. Sanford, president of the Union
Depot company, is in a mood to supply a
stocking room for women travelers. He
has nearly reached tills conclusion because of many rather embarrassing Incidents which have occurred in the passageways leading to exit gates, reports
the Kansas City Star. 'Tor," as he says,
"women don't have many pockets, and
they hide their tickets and money In so
mauy places about their clothing. When
they go after their valuables, it takes
(latemeu don't
time to reach them,
have to tell them to hurry,' because It in
usually the hurry that delays them."
young woman
A few days ago, a
walked to the gate operated by Curtis
Heaves, expecting to take a Santa Fe
The
limited train for New Mexico.
galeinan politely asked to see her ticket.
"Why, do you have to see if.'" she
asked.
"Yes,
madam,"
Heaves replied.
'There are two Santa Ke trains out
there, and I want to see how your ticket
is routed."
The young woman blushed. She carried several bundles In her arms, and
she looked at them, looked at the
and looked appealingly to a woman
near.
"Come, hurry!"
Heaves insisted.
"There are others behind you waiting to
get out."
By this time the young woman's face
and neck had taken on a carmine hue.
She clung to her bundles. A crowd had
collected behind her and persons were
becoming impatient. Slowly the young
woman laid her bundles down beside her
and readied for her ticket and took it
from her stocking.
Not long ago John Wallenstrom, train
Tier, whil doing extra duty at a gate,
was confronted by a young woman going to Chicago. Wallenstrom asked for
her ticket, and she "made a face" at him.
She insisted that she be allowed on tin;
platforms without first showing her
gate-ma-

transportation.
"Sorry, madam," he said, "but orders
are to make everyone show a ticket.
You'll have to either get yours or go
back In the waiting room."
The young woman saw he was in
earnest.
"All right," she replied.
She laid her grip beside her, took hold
of the bottom of her skirls and went
after the ticket. In a dainty little pocket
attached to a garter she had it. And
she was so nervous she couldn't open the
clasp on the purse. She became o:cited.
"I'm getting nervous," she said.
Hut she got the purse open and showed
her ticket. She was angry and "said
tilings," about the depot and about the
imteman.
"They carry their tickets, sometimes,"
Wallenstrom said, "In places where they
have great difficulty in getting them.
One woman came to a gate and when she
learned she hnd to show her ticket, she
began digging in her bustle. She worked
(ind worked, but no ticket. Finally, she
became frightened, believing she had
lost It. I didn't know what would happen, so to avoid further embarrassment
sent her to Mrs. Shall, the matron.
They found it just where she had
fastened It in her bustle.
"There is hardly a day passes that
women do not come to the gates with
their tickets concealed in their stockings. Some of them think we mistreat
them when we ask that the tickets be
shown."
Many of these cases have been reported to Mr. Sanford. Oatcnum have
suggested that a stocking room bo provided. "It would help the women," Mr.
Sanford said.

DEMAND

CARS.

FOR STEEL

Use of Them in the Tostal Railway
Service in Generally
Favored.

COTTON IS STILL

KING.

Continues Our Most Valuable AgricuN
tural Export.
When wo say cot tin Is king, what do
Cotton was onto king ot
we mean.'
Oilson Willets in
the crops, sas
'
Weekly. It is so no longer. Wheat
Though the cotton
Is now enthroned.
crop for the last year was i;i.t!f4,023
bales (Cotton Exchange figures), t ho
wheal crop of the ear exceeded tlio
cotton crop in value by more titan
Hut wise men say that
$liiii.iuiii,ooo.
King Wheat is a pretender, tempo-rariilcrowned, and that cotton will
soon again resume rightful placo us
king of the crops. The world depends
upon this country for clot lies. Clothes
mean principally cotton. It is natural,
then, since this country is the principal
grower of cotton, that our most valuable agriculiiiral export should be cotton. Of cotton we have practically a
nioiiopol,
and it is the only crop of
which we have such monopoly; that
In only staple crop of
it Is. Indeed,
which any nation has anything approaching a monopoly. Then there's
the still growing trade in the far East.
How may tlr.it trade ultimately help
to nseat cotion as king'.' Mr. Wu Ting
Fang, as nilnisier at Washington, said:
"If every Clilnaman in China should
add one inch to his shirt tail, this alone
would consume tho whole American
cotton crop."
Los-lie'- s

postal clerks, substiSince
tutes and weighers have been killed
in railroad .vrccks while oa duty, 4 11
lmve been In lured seriously and l.Mi
have been hurt slightly. The clbi'ks
in the railway post olllce service arc
among the most expert employes of
the government and the depart meat
is seeking continually to improve the
conditions under which they 'vork,
lessen the dangers that surround them
and protect their lives and the valuable property in their care.
In 18U:
the government adopted
specifications for the construction of
mail cars requiring them to be heavier and more substantial than those
In May. 1U04, these
then In use.
specifications were revised and further st lengthening of the cars was required. The railroad companies have
with imalso been experimenting
proved rolling stock, the Erio build-inan
car and the New York
New Haven & Hartford two; the Pennsylvania road is drafting plans for an
car and the Santa Fe company
has contracted for
"I could convince you that you are
cars, with iiiiderfranies ami flooring of
steel, the floors to be finished with wrong, but you won't listen to my argument." "Why should
listen'' Nocement, felt, and wood.
body wants to be convinced that ho ia
heavier wrong."
All these cars are much
than those previously in use. Under
"Do vou b lieve the theory that
the department specifications of 15104
a full
car weighs lOO.ooo luavy bring can bring down a rain'.'"
or. records that
pounds, or 20.000 pounds more than "Will.
hilbr hid
k u ha- - In i n brought
in more than mi'
one built on the plans adopted
1' .'ii.
ISM.
The clerks prefer the larger, down b. in
heavier cars, which they believe to
be safer in accidents than the others.
Yet in a wreck on a Texas railway
a
car
car telescoped a
greater
of later build
and much
weight and was itself practically tin
damaged.
One of the steel cars now in use has
been in an accident. The postal clerks
have great faith in them, feeling that
they are practically indestructible and
almost sure to preserve the lives a!
all who are in them. It is likely that
steel mail cars will some day lie iv
quired by the government, and when
they are it is not improbable that the
public will demand a substitution of
metal cars or cars so heavily
with steel as to bo practically
the same tiling for all wooden .asst tiger coaches.
WOO
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That Delightful Aid to Health
r

ENGINE SUPERSTITIONS.
New Locomotive Earely Taken Out
on Initial Trip on

Friday.

Toilet Antiseptic

You never see a ship launched on
a Friday, and similarly a new locomotive hardly ever makes a trial trip on
that day or on the thirteenth of the
month.
Even though the superin-

tendent may jeer at this superstition,
yet lie knows too well to set it at
naught, for just as sailors consider
that some ships are unlucky, so do
train hands credit certain locomotives
witli a sort of demoniacal possession.
it is certainly very strange the difference that may be observed between
two locomotives built from the same
plans, at the same time, of similar maOne goes on her way quietly
terial.
and smoothly, never breaks down,
costs Huh or nothing for repairs; the
other causes trouble from the very
first, runs off the line, kills the drivers,
gets into accidents of all kinds, and
generally acts as though possessed by
some evil spirit.
There was a famous Instance some
years ago on the South Florida railway.
A locomotive killed so many
people that she gained the name of
Sorry for the Groom.
"Tile Hearse," and no fewer than
"I stippose you've heard that I'm to engine drivers actually left the three
employ
marry Mr. (Jreen?" she said to one of of the company
rather than continue
her old friends.
driving her. The odd thinK was that
"No," ho replied, coldly.
she never seemed to injure herself.
"You don't seem to be very enthuEventually her owners were forced to
siastic about it."
break her up. although she was bv no
I
"Why should
he?
Not knowing means worn out.
I
Mr. Oreen,
haven't any grtiugo
Of actual ghosts in trains or railway
ugalnst him." Philadelphia Ledger.
engines one very seldom hears.

Whitens

the teeth
purifies
mouth and lircntli curcv. nrmril
catarrh, sore throat, sore eyes,
ami uv direct application cures
all inflamed, ulcerated and
catarrhal conditions caused by
feminine ills.
Paxtine nossessos evtr.mrdinriri;
cle.llisinir
bcilinir nnrl irnrmi.
cidal qualities unlike anything
cise. m an tiruairists. so cents
LARGE
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TRIAL

FREE

PACKAGE
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"Americans needed as vice and deputy consuls," ho tells tho following
rather startling facts:
Of CO consulates general, 20, or
havo
vice or deputy consuls who arc not
COL. EDWARDS
WILL BECOME Americans. Of 225 consulates, 113, or
half, have vice or deputy consuls who
BRIGADIER GENERAL.
aro not Americans
either by birth,
naturalization or residence.
Of 11
FOR
AMERICAN
CONSULS. commercial agencies, nine, or
t
havo
vlco
and
deputy commercial agents.
Of six
Practical Civil Service Recommended consulates where the incumbents nre
permitted to engage in business, two
Swamp Lands us Well as Arid
have foreign or deputy vlco consuls
Lands Need Attention Queer
and one has a consul who Is not an
Atmospheric Conditions.
American. Or 11 consulates and commercial agencies where tho officers are
It paid by
ASIIINOTON.
fees and allowed to engage
is now
tho pur- in business, 25, or over
have
pose ()f COIlgl'RHH vice or deputy
consuls who are not
to glvo tho rank
In six cases tho conAmericans,
while
of brigadier gen- suls or agents are foreigners.
eral lo the officer
holding the
Our Swamp Lands.
of chief of
OW that Irrigation
the bureau of inlins
sular affairs in
attained so
much hnportanco
the war departin tho west
ment. This menus
and
t hat
ClarCol.
attention Is atence, whose real
to
tracted
the
wonderful
rank is t.iat of captain, but who has
fertility of
been at the head of this bureau sine
lands when water
it wu3 established and hn done the
is
upon
turned
work of three men, will betonio brigathem, interest has
dier general. Tills bureau dnthi with
been revived in
so many interests and its head is the
great sections In
executive for so many branches of govthe east that havo
ernment that it hn-- often been seribeen unproductive
ously considered as deserving to bo
raised to the rank of a depart inent. and untiilable because they aro covwith its chief one of tho cabinet off- ered with water. For every acre of
It has to d"al with matters in western do?ert land which can bo subicers.
ho Philippines.
Hawaii and Porto dued by irrigation, there Is an ncro
swamp which can be
Rico and is a little government with- of eastern
drained and made highly productive.
in itself.
Col. Hdwards, who has been chief The drainage so necessary to reclaim
of tho bureau so long Is one of the mllllnns of acres will havo to bo
most enorf.etie and popular officers in handled by tho government and Reptho service. lie served in the Philip- resentative Steenerson, jf Minnesota,
pines and was on tho st " of den. lias introduced a bill for the reclamaLawton when the a t r was killed, tion of swamps.
It is estimated that there arc
and lie knows tho affairs of that archiacres of swamp lands in the
great
pelago as thoroughly and in
States, some 70,000.000 of
detail as anyone in (lie government. Pulled
He has served under Secretaries Root which have been surveyed nnd the
and Taft and has been the trusted great bulk of which would make
confidant and assistant lo both. They splendid farms If tho excess of water
In the Kankakee
have relied upon him for information were drawn off.
and for advice regarding tho Philip- rive:- basin in Indiana and Illinois,
pines nnd have trusted the adminis- there are 100,000 acres of tho very
richest bottom lands that aro subtration of insular affairs almost
ject to overflow. Where they havo
to him.
While Col. Edwards is a hard work- boon reclaimed through expensive prier he is also fond of piny. He and vate drainage works, they are worth
Secretary Taft lake a good deal of as high as $150 an acre. It has been
estimated that this whole track could
heir diversion together in t he way of l:o
drained effectively at a cost of not
horsuback riding.
more than $10 an acre.
In Florida,
the Everglades
alone
Rotter Consular Service.
would afford an empire of some 7,000,-Oi'T LAST tlioro will
acres.
In Now Jersey and Virbo some reform in ginia are vast swamps, among them
the consular serv- the famous Dismal swamp. In IlliA
ice.
bill has nois there are 1,000,000 acres of swamp
been passed and land; In Michigan about 0,000,000; In
M
""TOT
is soon to become Iowa. 2,000,000 acres; In Minnesota.
a law that reor- 5,000,000 have been surveyed and there
ganizes tills serv- are huge areas not yet surveyed. The
v,
Yl
ice, does a w a y Steenerson bill demonstrates
that the
with all fees and government can transform swamps
to into fertile farm lands and that the
is calculated
improve the per- settler or owner will pay back to the
sonnel of tho con- government the relatively small cost
suls and tho con of tho improvement.
suls guneral. While congress did not
authorize in this measure the practical
Pesky Postngo Stamp.
civil service, recommended by Secretary Root, it is understood that tho
HERE
lias been
policy of the administration will bo to
more
complaint
in
during
methods
adopt civil sorvlco
future
the past
Already they have reappointments.
winter nbout post-ngquired candidates for appointments to
stomps than
pass nn examination fully as rigid as
has been heard for
years. Tho pesky
the civil service commission would de.
things Just would
vise. Tho president has lot it be
not stick half the
known nlso that after this hill
a law t ho appointments in tho
l
time, nnd tho
future will l)e only to the lower
authorities
grades of consul and that the higher
roundhave
places will lio filled by promotion as
ly abused.
Third
vacancies occur.
Assistant
Post
There is another reform that lias master General Madden says If your
not yet been accomplished, but which stamps don't stick, don't blame the
blame the
is being strongly urged by business Vest office department;
organisations and those who demand weather bureau. It Is not the mucithat the American consular service lage Hint Is responsible, but tho peculiar atmospheric conditions prevashall Ik) lilled by Americans. In an
recently submittod to rangress lent tills winter and spring.
If the
bv Minister Uarratt on the subject, of little rod stamp will not adhere to tho

WASHINGTON

GOSSIP

ono-thlr-

one-hal-

posl-tio-

n
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po3-ta-

s

envelope thero Is no comfort until a
better brand of climate is dealt out
by Chief Moore, of tho weather bureau. Thero is also another troublo.
Tho post offlco department Issues two
styles of stamps, the summer stamp
and the winter stamp.
Mr. Madden admitted tho other day
that there was an unusual number of
complaints about the stamps not sticking, while he said upon Investigation
of these complaints wore found to bo
unjust.
"For Instnnce," ho said,
"there Is a complaint from a business
man in New York. Wo sent an agent
to Investigate, and found that In his
establishment a man had been In tho
habit of wetting the stamp by taking
a big sponge and drawing It across tho
back of the sheet of stamps, wiping
the mucilage completely off.
we havo
"While every complaint
run down has turned out to be without sufficient foundation, thero must
bo something wrong or we wouldn't
get so many. The gum is exactly tho
same as that used lant year, when
there were practically no complaints;
My opinso tho fault can't bo there.
ion is that there is something In tho
atmospheric conditions which causes
this. We have had very peculiar
weather and there must be something
In It which tnkes the 'stick' out of tl
gum. We have two kinds of gum,
hard and soft, one for winter, and it
jinny be that some of these people havo
been using stnmp3 that were issued
last summer. We try to prevent that
by not selling summer stamps in tho
people save
winter, but sometimes
them up."

RUNNING SORES ON LIMBS.
Little Girl's Obstinate Case of Eczema
Mother Says: "Cutlcura Remedies a Household Standby."
"Last year, after having my little
girl treated by a very prominent
physician, for on obstinato case of
eczema, I resorted to the Cutlcura
Remedies, and was so well pleased
with the almost Instantaneous relief
afforded that we discarded the physician's prescription and rolled entirely
on tho Cutlcura Soap. Cutlcura Ointment, and Cutlcura Pills. When we
commenced with tho Cutlcura Remedies her feet nnd limbs were coverIn nbout six
ed with running sores.
weeks we had hor completely well,
nnd there lias been no recurrence of
tho trouble. We find that the Cutlcura Remedies are a valuable household standby, living as we do, twelve
miles from a doctor, and where it
dolcosts from twenty to twenty-fivlars to como up on the mountain.
Mrs. Llzzlo Vincent Thomas,
Walden's Ridge, Tenn., Oct.
e

Fair-moun-

1005."

13,

Half the fun of lying Is betting with
yourself whether the other fellow believes you.
In a Pinch, Use ALLEN'S FOOT-EASA powder. It cures painful, smart-

ing, nervous feet
It's the greatest
the age. Makes
certain cure for
by all druggists,
FREE.
Address
Uoy, N. Y.

Indians in Town.
boarding
THE
house for Indians
kept by B. P.
Beverldgc, nnd of
w li o h
mention
was made in theso
dispatches recently, there is at
quite a
present
delegation of tho
red men. It Is interesting to visit
this place and notice their habits
"They nre just liko
and manners.
other folks In their habits of living."
the other day.
Mr. Rcvoridgo said
"Most of thorn aro is regular In their
fanners and
hours ns tho Virginia
most of them are farmers. Practically all those from tho Indian Territory follow that. Except for a short
time in summer I always have 10 or
20 of them boarding with me."
Probably the star boarder of this establishment is the chief of tho Scne-caAndrew John. He spends a great
deal of his time here every winter in
the interest of his people. The Seno-ca- s
are a notion independent of tho
United States, and have made several
treaties with the federal government.
Chief John said the other day that it
Is a puzzle to tho lawyers to determine-juswhat the Senccas arc as a tribe
and whnt they are as Individuals. Un.
der the laws of New York they are a
corporation existing by a special act.
Tho chief tells some interesting traditions of tho Indians, speaking of whom
tho other day he said:
"Several winters ago some 20 of us
representing half a dozen tribes used
to assemble here evenings with interpreters and relate legends of tho various tribes. I was struck with this,
that each tribe adopted as tho favorite animal of their tales that most
frequent in its own country.
"The Creeks nnd Choctaws, originally from the south, were fond of tho
'possum and the rabbit. Our Seneca
legends have to do with animals wo
hunted, espcclnlly the deer. Tho favorite Seneca legend Is of a child of
our tribe that overcame giants and
The Sioux told tales of
evil spirits.
marvelous battles with the buffalo and
the Chlppowns, from northern Minn
sota, filled their stories with
animals."

Safe and Unsafe Places.

N

ip

s,

"Paw, can nn honest man play
pokor?"
"Yes, Tommy but ho can't win anything." Chicago Tribune.

and Ingrowing nails.
comfort discovery of
now shoes easy. A
sweating feet. Sold
25c. Trial package,
A. S. Olmsted, Lo

C. W. Hayes of tho geological

sur-vo-

thus classifies places throughout
tho country which are immune and
those which are liable to earthquakes:
Safe from earthquakes:
Boston,
Now York, Philadelphia, Washington,
Richmond, Raleigh, North Carolina:
Augusta and Columbus, Georgia, ami
the Appalachian region west of a. lino
between those cities.
Liable to earthquakes: Costal r
glon of uncertain clay, sand and rock
formation oast of a lino between thn
clticB above mentioned.
Tho Pnciflo
coast and portions of the Mississippi
valley, especially tho region of tho Now
Madrid earthquake in western Tennessee and eastern Missouri.

Important to Mothers.
Examine carefully overy bottle of OABTORIA,
a aafo and euro rvmcdy for Infanta and children,
and ceo that H
Hear the
Blgnatoro

In

TJso

For Over 30 Yean.
The Kind You Have Alwayi Bought.

Lace Making in France.
A few years ago

the art of making
lace by hand was fast dying out In
France. In 1003 the French government,
undertook to build up the Industry, nnd
now the number of girls and women
making lnce by the old hand process is
estimated at no less than 135,000.
Mr.

Wlnalow's Bootnlnrr Syrup

For rbtldron teotblnir, (often tbe Buroi, renunot
allnji putn, cures wind collu. 33u a botUa.

Electric Cars in Peru.
Limn, the historic capital of Peru, is
to have a system of electric street railroads operated by power obtained from
falls in the Rlmnc river, thirty miles
from the city. The cars will be American, and so will the electric machinery nnd the trnck.
Lewis' Single Binder straight
of rich, mellow tobacco.
dealor or Lowis' Factory, Peoria,
niado

Be

cigar
Your

111.

If old Adam had confined himself

strictly to Adam's ale as a beverage
perhaps he would never have seen that
Rnake.
er

irtt dT' un of Dr. Kllna'i (Jrtnt Nrt lienor.
Send rnr FKEK 88.00 trial bold and treatlre.
Philadelphia, l'a.
Ltd., Ml Arch

DR. It. II. KLINE,

ttlrt,

Portunnte is he who can extract
amusement from his labor
Tho School Teacher "Willie can you
tell me the mennlng of leisure? Tho
Bright Scholar It's the placo whera
married people repent.

GET

The Tucumcari News
Published Saturdays

Tie Tucumcdri Printing (o.
at Tucumcari, New Mexico.

COLORE"

BEAUTIFUL

THIS

they
with and an assurance that
PICTURE FREE
the
through
strong
continue
will
The cattle men are in Splendid Reproduction, in Sixteen Tints,
season.
of a. Celebrated Pointing
yood spirits over a calf crop that
Ter
livery person who sends One Dollar to
has not been surpassed in the
.my
for year's subscription to the TWlCli- ritory for a good many years, and

fitting trilmti' of ivsport uul lovthat we can pay
ing
and loved ones
friends
to departed
t'han to go to their graves and
wreath them with llowers plucked
We would
with our own hands.

KHPIMILIC, of St. Louis, Mo.,

for
FARM FKOGKKSS, will receive,
the outlook for a good demand
FRKIi, a beautiful col
AHSOI.UTIiLY
never
was
cattle at high prices
ored picture, 24 by 30 inches in dimen
better. These conditions insure sions, entitled "The Departure of the
It does seems to us that TuMex- Bride from the Home of Washington."
us a prosperous year in New
This picture is a direct reproduction from
cumcari should afford a base ball
whethSubscription, $1.50 the Year
ahead
ico and we will move
Six- celebrated paintinK by Ferris.
the
team. It wouldn't hurt if we had
eenc olors were employed in the process.
er we get statehood or no
"Enttrtd i wcond'ciiH matter Octobtr 30, W3 it the pus a band, but a base ball team we
and
t is made on a line, heavy paper,
otfiet it Tucumcjri, Ntw Mexico under act ol Congress ul
will make, when framed and hung, a
Mirch i, 1879."
can easily have. Everybody enjoys
Aside
ornament for the home.
The bull
a good game of ball.
from its jjer.nine artistic merits, it pos
STREET,
A.
Cattle shipments have begun team should be attended to right
sesses an uncommon interest to every Am
from New Mexico ranges and the away and if it keeps raining the
erican, as the central figure in it is George
Washington, standing at the portal of his
reports show good prices.
band will come along about the
Sole Agent for
Virginia home, bidding adieu to the bride
The color work is highly
time.
and bridegroom.
harvest
an
have
going
is
to
Tucumcari
ornate and correct in every detail, as are
telephone service when
the character representaions, costumes, etc
The wool growers of New Mex
KEI'UULIC is
Herring gets through with the im- ico will shortly be getting their
The TWICli-A-Wlilifamily
the oldest and best
provements under way.
olfer-ewool to market and they are
a holi-

like to see the 30th of Ma
day a'l over the country.
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COAL.

DAWSON
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good stiff prices to co nmence

We notice that the Southwestern
employees are continually buying
They
real estate in Tucumcari.
grow.
going
to
must think we are

See W. M. Troup,

paper in the country, and FARM PROGRFSS, which is also published by the Refarm monthpublic, is the
Remember, that you get
ly in America,
both these splendid journals an entire
year, and the beatiful big colored picture,
all for ONE DOLLAR.
Present subscribers may take advantage
of this offer, by sending a dollar and hav
The
ing their time marked up a year.
Republic hereby gives notice that this
offer may be withdrawn at any time, and
those who wish the picture should send in
subscriptions AT ONCE
e
or express money
Remit by
order, registered letter or bank draft. Do
Write names
not send personal checks.
and addresses plainly, and address

the Drayman.

fastest-growin-

Be in a Rush and get "some of those Cheap Goods at

What is the matter with having
a Fourth of July celebration. We
should easily get up a program of
patriotic services, baseball, pony I
races, etc.

THE RACKET
AsU

Coupon for every 25c purchased.
A.

JOWELL

for coupons

& CO.

Post-Offic-

Hon. B. S. Rodey has been
fered the supreme judgeship of the
fewnnnnnnnnmmnnTTnnnnnTrnTmiTTTfTnnnnTTnTTminnnnnTinnnnnnTTnnn
island of Porto Rico, and has accepted the honor. We are pleased
to see Mr. Rodey come in for some
WH. PATTY, Proprietor.
consideration at the hands of the
party, as there is no more deservYou will find everything kept at a First Class Bar.
ing or public spirited man in New
Bonded Goods of all kinds. Rye, Burbons and
Mexico.
of-

SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT,
The Republic, St. Louis, Mo.

K. C. SALOON

What's in a name?
A good deal when ' that
name is

Corn Whiskys of Best Brands.

Major Llewellyn is in WashingHe beton talking statehood.
Jug and Bottle Trade Filled Promptly and with Care.
lieves that New Mexico is entitled
liuuiiuuaiiuuiiuauuuauuuuuuauiiuuuuuiiuaaauuuuiiuaiiiiauuauuu
to admission, whether Arizona is
to come in or not. That is exactly
E. S. Russell.
J. G. Russell.
what we think about this matter.
We believe the family row with
Arizona should be discontinued.
Tucumcari, N. M.

"Howe55
Stamped on a loaf of
bread.

For those round cream
loaves, call at
The Pioneer Bakery.

PIONEER DRVG STORE

What do you think about a regpicnic and barular
becue for the Fourth of July?
It
is getting time to begin figuring on
something for the Fourth. We
have a great many new settlers and
we should have them all in

Tucum-ear-

i

DRUGS AND MEDICINES

. Troup

Sponges, Brushes, Perfumery, Fancy and Toilet Articles

COAL DEALER

Physicians Prescriptions Carefully Compounded.

AND

at once and get acquainted
with them.

The 30th

of this month

Memorial Day,

will be

when the graves

of old soldiers in nearly every cem-

etery in the land will be decorated
with flowers.
We do not know
whether there are any veterans
buried in theTu umcari cemetery or
not, but the day might be observed any way, as there is no more

g

CITY TRANSFER
FURNITURE

SOME SPECIALTIES

FOR THE

MONTH

-

CHAIRS

A.

Wall Paper ol Every Description I

I NBW MILLINERY

t
ROCKERS

BARNES & RANKIN,

UNDERTAKERS

Tucumcari, N. M.

AND EMBALMERS.
4.4.4.4.
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Our Hats are the Newest
Styles.

See

Us for

Fashionable

Millinery.
MISS EMMA JAI1NS,

?e

S. C. CAMPBELL the confectioner
NBW SODA FOUNTAIN, ALL KINDS OF HOT WEATHER DRINKS, COCA COLA, DR. PEPPER
TOBACCO, CIGARS, SOFT DRINKS, FRUITS, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, NOTIONS, WALL PAPER
-

TUCUMCARI,

NEW MEXICO
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The M. B. Goldenberg Co. toto

Kev. Milton Recce was sick u
S. E. Parker was in town from
or two this week - grip.
dav
Quay Thursday to attend justice
to
A. Haeltennan, of Puerto
Rev.
court.
to
If you need screun doors, tlnsy are to be de Luna, was in town Wednesday. it)
Co. tf
had at
James Lanigan'" new porch to
improves the appearance to
greatly
Geo. McCargar, who has been
of
his
building.
is
able
very sick for several days,
to
to be up again.

F. j. Jahns is building a
residence on the corner east of
LumThe
ber Co. have screen doors to sell Good L. E. Taylor's residence.
m 5 tf
ones.
Joe Reed went to Kansas City
If you are in favor of a Fourth Thursday on some sort of real esof July celebration begin to talk tate business for Jackson & Reed.
about it and let's get it under way.
pool
M.
opened

to
We have bargains to
offer in every line of
goods we handle. We
will convince you of
this fact if you will
give us a call.

to

a
Lawson
John
Wednesday in the building
tf
M. 13. GoldenberR Co.
recently purchased by Morgan &
Grubbs.
among
the
is
Sam Hardwick
are
who
jurors
S.
of
U.
number
E. Mendelson, on expert dry
summoned to Alamogordo the 28th goods man of La Junta, Colo.,
inst.
has accepted a situation with Jo
Screen doors are oinK to be in demand soph Isrcal.
Get them from Jack- now in a few days.
Frank Lyman and John O'Shea,
tf
Co.
Southwestern Railway employees, to
AT
Ed Ellis has just got in a new were business visitors a ciav or
if
city transfer wagon and it is a two this week.
to
good looker behind the sorrel
Contractor Murray will finish to
horses.
the A. A. Phillips' residence next to
Phillips is fireman on en- to
week.
New screen doors just in at
Inspect our line of

The hall

5 cent calicos.

Jackson-Galbrait-

They are

Rood ones,

of

Shirt Waists
25 per cent LESS THAN SELLING PRICE

h

tf

gine 124 on the Dawson line.
S. R. May went to work on his
Frank Gutierrez and Pedro
mero were here from Montoya well again Thursday and will go
Thursday attending to business on down until the rope gives out
or water is had in sufficient quanmatters.
for ranch use.
The well is
The M. B. Goldenberg Co. has tities
185 feet dee)) now.
in
front
down
a cement sidewalk
In the case of the Territory vs.
of their store which is a very comS. E. Parker and Thomas Parker,
mendable improvement.
charged with unlawfully driving
The Telephone Exchange peosheep off the ranges of this county
through
get
ple are intending to
up before Judge Lawson Thursthe wiring and putting in new
day, there was a postponement
posts in about two weeks.
until June 2nd.
Miss Julia Clemens, of Harper,
John Madden, the manager of
Kans., niece of Mrs. B. F. Her- the Pajarita Live Stock Co., is
ring, came in last week and will jnst about finishing up lambing for
spend the summer with the Her- his company. He has had splendid
ring family.
success, losing only a few lambs
Co.

For the coming week
we offerour entire line

Ro- -

to

to
to
to

to
to
to
to
to
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If you have Patented Lands to sell, or if you wish
to sell your relinquishments, list them with

WILBORN & STREET

jj
nights
cold
ten
days
Marshal,
during
the
S.
U.
Wiley,
W. J.
h Do you want to sell or exchange
h
your horses, mules, h
was here from Albuquerque a day ago.
k cattle, wagons, buggies, household goods, etc.? Then
or two summoning jurors for the
O. V. Sinclair & Co., with which D
H
list them with US. as ve will look
of the United firm is G. P. Chapman and T. J.
coming session
find
We
renters for your vacant
houses, if,;listed
States Court which convenes in Buckingham, late arrivals from h
....... lwill
,
h wil
m n 1 i'
:
n....
nnc IWI
n IXI'lllV.
inm.i.
im 1111(11
tnii
r.
JIM
j
Alamogordo the 28th inst.
ni.il.'
a
opened
Territory,
have
Indian
made
charge.
steads
without
h
shop in
Attorneys M. C. Mechem and grocery store and butcher
LAND LOCATING A SPECIALTY.
varecently
building
Cover
the
SanC. C. Davidson have been in
& Co., and are h OFKK'K IN NKWS HtMLPlNG.
by
Whitmore
cated
Tl'CTMCAKI. N. M.
professon
Fe most of the week
.

il
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-
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ta
ional business.

Mr. Mechem re- offering to the public a full line of
groceries and Kansas City
turned Thursday and Mr. David-w- n staple
meats.
is expected home today.
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oven In the rondway.

That Is nt Tilly
Haines' Broadway Central hotel. There
are men who have stayed there at
times for a generation.
The Fifth
Avenue has been of the same sort. It
must go pretty soon site too valir.blo
for five stories but It has been notable
for a generation. Tom I'lntt for years
lived there, and Republican polltlcins
naturally followed suit, hut there were
plenty of
people who
learned to appreciate the delicate li'tle
attentions, the extra treats at Sunday
night suppers and the like. Down In
Courtland street the old Merchants'
was long the special resort of Jersey-men- .
The Ashland House has scarcely changed its character in a generation. Southern men go there. .Many
of these also favor ihe Aslor House,
the noisiest site in the city by day and
at night one of the quietest. Sim rord
of the Grand I'n'.on is famous for the
funny
speeches which he
began making a few years ago, alter
having lived ir years unheralded.
Hi!
e
guests are largely
folks,"
rural New Yorkers brought down by
the Central railway.

THE METROPOLIS
OLD-TIM-

E

HOTEL
NEW.

MAN

I
ceslral homo in Northumberland.
suspect that for about SO years of tho
century the Greys enjoyed having it.
Now they are glad to send it back to
its old homo. On April 20 It Is to be
restored to Philadelphia wit?, a digniPhiladelphia may be
fied celebration.
slow about getting what is coming to
it, but it ib sure.
Even monarchies learn In time. They
send out different men to sit as figureheads over a practically
colony now from 70 years ago, when a
Durham could come over on tho heels
of the Papineau rebellion, bring In his
train a group of drunken and rascally
ne'erdowcels; squander money like water and in the end Issue an Illegal warrant bani.ihing the "rebels" under pain
of death ii they returned to their native land. 'In Dufferln and Grey and
Mlnto the Canadians feel that they
have had the bent tho home country
could send them. I suppose most
have by this time found out
that the Papineau rebellion and for
that matter the much more recent Rlel
attempt had at least tho excttso of
prety substantial grievances.

PLATING ON

PAPER.

Electric Process by Which
per May Be Coated with
a Mstal.

N--

Pa-

A new electric process for covering
paper with a metallic surface Is given
by Paper Pulp. It consists in placing
ASTOR HOUSE UNCHANGED
tho bath In a porcelain tank in which
are immersed two metal plate. One
of the plates is formed of the metal
Earl Grey with Due Ceremony to Rewhich is used to cover the paper. A
turn n Stolon Portrait Mother
rather weak current is used Tor the
Country Nov Sends
bath. A thin layer or metal Is deposGood Men.
ited on the second plate, as is tisunl
process. When
In the galvanoplastic
KW YORK.
James
the deposit has reached a thickness
II. Hits in was nn
.10 inch, the plate is placed
or about
II
Is
against a '.hoot of paper which
II ::A,.!",,!,n"hr.!
previously coated with the proper kind
bellboy to
from
of glue.
After dying, the metallic
p r o p r etor, and
layer adheres to the paper so strongwhen ho died In
ly that it remains upon tho latter
the hotel Vol"u
when it is pulled ofr the motal plate.
he was one ot the
A variation of the process consists in
best known men
plate
ornamenting
the foundation
In the business-h- ad
with any kind of designs or letters,
been president
and these are reproduced on the meof the local ami
which
tallic deposit. The soilnions
F:
Come
hions
Round.
national
asst.ciaare recommended in the above process
Own the Earth.
Athletes
GOOD many or the
tloiis, and ha.
For silver paper, a
IE whole world is are as follows:
hole1 of his own under b'.s t.wn nam",
hotel men
bath is made of cyanide oT silver 210
going
llnd it policy to1
u iiiinic w.'i-umoney.
crazy. George .do parts, cyanide or potassium 13 parts,
c h a n g e
An
When he wax
paper,
For gold
England in water HS0 parts.
iinds
,
!;. es us 111 He
running i lit Grand Cnlon hotel in
gold I parls, cyanide of
.in fry cyanide of
midwinter
Pi!-iblThe class
capacity somewhere about ..""
o v or foot b a 11. potassium 9 parts, water 900 parts.
t
patrons thev
he would meet the 'bus at the liimi'
IS
Down
in Greece For copper, sulphate or copper
,a"' not hi in:
and greet every .nuesi by nume, thai
C parts,
water 40
they
are
getting parts, sulphuric' acid
r'"'
fcewgaws,
In
he had but once
(
the guest be
CAi..-'ready
for
tho parts.
'liat way a cut ions
iXi
lore. In 'he city he made the same
k
Olympian
games,
thing
has
years,
hap.
as the
trait invaluable. Of late
with athletes Lorn PERILOUS PICTURE TAKING.
pened to the Astor
number of impressions on his mental
all
tho world to
House.
inter!Its
photography increased beyond all rean
compete
a How the Photograph of the Bow Wave
or architecture has
son, he sometimes missed a name. A
of a Big Man of War Is Taken
slawhite
marble
a
c
s
c
o
a
y
b
r
n
genuine regard for the comfort of his
210
yards
and Why.
long.
dium
Then
there's
CO
dunged
years.
for
It is stately,;
people went with his marvelous mom- ory. Nowidays the proprietor 'r n great uigniueu, classical, ratner quiet as bav. ball.
The accompanying photographic rePeople have short memories. Who
Yet the styles have
bote! scarcely sees his guests. Usually things go now.
production taken from Marine EnginHenry
Chadwick,
tin eering,
he Is quite a different person from the come round to it. Just such dining remembers
shows a man In tho act of takfather of the game? Who remembers
manager, anyhow. Moidt at the Wal- - rooms are beiiiK constructed
e
ing a photograph of the
of
Halm. Muichenhoini. are noble or proportions with their pilas- John Montgomery Ward? As a base- - ho battleship Ohio, or the Asiatic
ballist. that Is? Ho was once tho idol
of the new type. They look after i ho ters.
during her regular quarterHreslin had been connected with of New York, college gra 'uato, law squadron,
kitchen more than the front office, and
ly speed trial. Tho daring photogthey ar rather financiers than hosts. some 15 different hotels, but it was his student, husband of a popular actress, rapher,
with his camera, is suspended
For a tlmo New
"Oscar"
known io ten times as many long stay in the Oilsoy House that rained short-stofrom the starboard anchor crane of the
people by sltrht ns Boldt. Nor is ihe made him famous in New York. Ho York bowed low before Amos Russie. battleship.
Tho photograph
is not
managed at times all three Coney New idols rise. The "fan" who can
steward
head waiter a bad substiIsland hotels. Guests followed iilm last like "Pop" Anson in Chicago U taken as a mere curiosity, but is a reg- tute In some ways. He gets a big salfrom Hie St. James, the St. Nicholas, rare Baseball is a game for young
ary and
percentage on the businn'-s- .
the Oilsov
Pennlo attoiwloil litu In. men. You draw big moncv f( r n few
He is a diplomat, a tactician, an export of cooking and mrvi' i. Louis lier.'ll wlwi linil fmm Hum if, lltnn ,,unn VeafS, tllOll just as you bgin to fool
wit u him 10 years and more. Many that you know tho ?.ame, nlong about
Sherry was once a head v. liter or st
years or ago. neon o boiMn tn enii
and so won favor in that place concressmen know him in-- his mm- fl "veteran" and the manager
re
that his rich patrons practically
s t time lease of the old Willnrd's in
leases you to a minor team or a poor
him up in business. Hut there is a Washington.
lirooklyn is peculiar In being a city or club in a smaller city. The famous
different. The head waiter typo, as
representing the hotel to the average of more than a million pcoplo all by! players over ") years of age who r.old
their own without a shadow of doubt
outsider, has at times the subtle air herself, without a single
s
ho- '
of the flunkey. He Is obsequious or ol of transient type. The family ho-- j are might v few. To compare unttke
haughty as the case demands. The tel. on the other hand, nourishes things, John L. Sullhan was a wonder.
e
landlord was not much ol an mightily in Brooklyn. For some rea- - he was "champ" for l'J years before ho
expert on French cookery, and he did son this kind of place never seems to wont down and out. But ho became an
at
not greatly study grace In ushering need, or at any rate to get, a landlord.
That's old, in the
people about. He was a free and eu.ua! The visible source of authority is a ring or on the diamond. Fu,slmmns
young
a
is
man. oomparaMve'y, but in
American cition, too simple to now pale, nervous and overworked clerk,
low before wealth and too human to who ill replaces the stout, dignified, the ring bo's a marvel of survival, not
a
champion.
The most successful
snub any decent guest, it was the hocomfortable flguro that
are the fellows that get plenty
tel cleric, not the proprietor, who put
people
instinctively exon airs. Now the clerk Is
pect to meet in a landlord.
Brest in of fame and succeed in starting sportand brought low; made the keeper and was that man to a dot. He could have ing goods stores before they lose head-the slave of all manner of electrical boon put on the stage and played. Tho way in the dianion'l. Baseball man- HOTCMiUAPIUNG TUB BOW WAVK.
way or rle-- ,
contrivance!'., haughty only to the bellLolands were such men. Even tho agors' have a
niandlng results and tho public is lar feature of tho trial, the shape of
i
boys,
name Is almost forgotten.
o
fickle.
Besides, business Is business. no
being an important
Suppose there should be a long coal
of the ofrcctiveness of the vesHotels.
Earl Grey's Franklin Portrait.
mining strike and a bad crop and a few sel's linos. Several of these photo) 1'
read
much
IF British cabinet
other trllles. Where would tho base. graphs w,.ro taken on tho trial, of
about the splendid
made a lilt
In ball
cash boxes bo at ihe end of the ivhlch tho paper quoted abovo says in
new caravansorlc-- .
sending Karl Grey
iddition:
but there arc still
over to Canada. season?
OWHX LANGI30N.
tan.'',! rnr'hv A1'" r""1"r ,'lrterly trial
in o r e o d At least they made
I , y.iV"' "'U'y ',,K,tllHIH. but was
t
In
hotels
a hit in Philadelsnips
l.sf (inula am Oregon
Left Him in th5 Dark.
New York than In
phia, New York
in.
vc,
Tli., ohi.. Ih sal.lt ii,,",. also
,m , ,
goes
any other AmeriGreen
There
a
woman
Washington.
and
whom
l
on co considered the light of my
can city; and tney
It Isn't every Bri"!llh"iitas coal used was n- got business. Walk
11 life.
ton
wlin
It r ,?,,, "f K'""1 ,"""t.v. but as a mn Brown Why didn't you marry her?
","fUly Hla( k'
along lower
come to this coun- jy
toi m-blowei-vcr.. run niint.lv
Green A chap with more money 'nillat
W: in;lh"purpose.-fur
Broadway
a
of
, and
bearing In his
"''
at a very w rta
I could show
than
.summer
came
along
evening Hff iTug
and tho
Doxes as a peace
mi
l.een really r
t
iuallty
Chicago Daily News.
about eight o'clock
I
offering
r"'
vers nia to il,er nm
portrait "k"1 wonl
flI, ,
,
ty, i
und rub our eyes; there away below
of Ben Franklin
tho fashionable center of the town ore stolen or taken as spoils of war by an
Love's Ups and Downs.
a lot of real drummers, the kind von ancestor In Philadelphia Bit) years
" .11, has a suitor for your
daughl)ll
II
used io see, and business men of all It WilH
nnnnn.l.
ter turned up yet?"
"
".i.llIIIUUIl
"iiiiau
A Lake with Tides.
sorts, sitting out on the sidewalk in of Philadelphia that the picture
"Yes, one turned up bust night."
The small lake of Sowalik, In Alas-lerocking chairs! And on Broadway: it's
in spite of the usual rules
"Good."
has regular tides, probably duo
below the theater quarter and there Is respecting private property; and durto
"It might have boon, but he no underground
room enough alter
connection with tho ran
the wholesale ing at least 100 years of that time It soonor turned up than one turned
him
and
tho
water
of tho bottom Is eult
houses cIoec. Some of tho chairs arc has hung on the walls of the Grey un- - down. "Houston Post,
wKlJo that or the surraco Is
fresh
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WASHINGTON

GOSSIP

SECRETA RY TAFT PREFERS THE
WOOL SACK.

AND NOT

THE PRESIDENCY

How

the Fever of Gambling Hns
Taken Hold of Society Woman-Fore- ign
Residents Eager for
American Game.
ASIIINGTON.
It
is pretty well understood that Secretary of W a r
Tuft will accept
upon
the place

the sup r e in

e

bench to he made
vacant by the retirement of
.his-lic-

13

re wo r,

e

al-

though
he h a s
made no public
of
announcement
his intention,
it would be almost impossible for him to decline this great
honor, in view of his lifelong ambitions and in view of the traditions
and history of his family.
It la
natural for the Taft family to become
engaged in the legal profession.
It
comes to t!ie:n by right of inheritance.
Secretary Tnl't's father was a noted
lawyer, and he was attorney general
as well as secretary of war, the position now hi Id by his son. Like his
son, ho always cherished an ambition to become a member of the supreme court,
but the opportunity
never came. The oldest brother of
the secretary, Henry V. Taft, is an
eminent jurist in New York.
Mrs.
.
Taft i. the daughter of Judge
o? Cincinnati, one of the prominent jurists of Ohio, who has sat on
all the courts of that state.
The
whole environment of Secretary Taft
has been that of the law. Ho was
born to it, married into it, and his
children have elected to go into it
after him. The secretary's eldest son
declared, al the mature age of five,
that he intended to be a lawyer, and
now at the age of 17 ho is preparing,
under lila uncle, to enter Yale, his
father's alma mater. The second son
also has declared in favor of the law.
For (while it looked ns though Secretary Taft might yield to the allurements oT. a presidential
boom, and
many of his friends advised him to
consider the possibility of his nomination l: l'JOS very carefully before giving an answer to the offer of the seat
upon the supreme bench. He did consider th'j proposition long enough to
say that if the certainty ot election
to the presidency
were held out in
one hand and a seat upon the supremo
bench In the other he would choose
the woolsack.
Her-ron-

The Fashionable Vice.
HERE is a fever
ga m b
n g
of
among the society
women of Washington, tlio.se in
official,
diplomatprivate
ic
nnd
life. Ministers of
are
the Gospel
preaching against
the craze, which
peems to have the
society buttorllios
in its grasp. Now
that Lent is on, when the more public
like big dinners,
social functions
dunces, etc., are tabooed, the smart set
and society generally have resorted to
cards and bridge whist is the order
morning, noon nnd night.
It is the
custom for the most exclusive, and
therefore the most reckless clubs, to
meet at ten o'clock in tho morning,
play until luncheon, and after lunchSome of tho
eon play the rubber.
'(idles do quit '.n time to attend a brief
vesper service of five o'clock.
There arc some very racy tales being told about the indulgence of this
1

a

I

fashionable vice. For Instance, tuijrc
Is the wife of a naval officer whose
husband only has the rank of commander, and who Is now off at sea,
who has astounded tho best circles
this winter by tho gorgenusnoss of her
gowns and the smnrtness of her turnouts. Everybody knows tb.nt she has
no fortune ami that her husband has
nothing but his salary, which Is entirely inadequate to such style as she
puts on.
of her
The secret
fine
dresses and carriages Is said to lie In
cleverness at bridge and phenomenal
luck at any gambling game of cards.
The wife of a very prominent and
wealthy
and her daughter
came to Washington for the seasoi'.
They had their allowance, which was
very liberal, hut the
husband and
father having learned by experience
not to give them unlimited credit at
his bank, did not count on their
gambling debts. The two ladles left
Washington a few days ago absolutely broke, and have returned to their
home in a nearby state to rest and
their finances. I3ridge whist
was too much for them.
European

Customs Introduced.
inrm,-- '

rfhT
'

HI

ills

...iitut

h ,H (,,a,mo'1' a
demoralizing
so
ciety. The women have the gamb.

ling f e
Friendships

v e r.

on Washington

streets. Most of then
or have dropped
Into
good departmental practice ho they
can live In the best circles and keep
tip their old acquaintance mado when
they were part of the government.
There are a great number of widows
of former officials and senators who
have elected to make Washington their
permanent homo.
Mrs. Mark llar.na
is to become a permanent
resident
hero, leaving her beautiful home in
Cleveland, whore she and her distinguished husband lived for so many
years.
Besides Mrs. Hanna, there are living hero a great part of the year, Mrs.
Hobart, widow of thn late vice president, and Mrs. Payne, widow of tho
late postmnstor general.
Mrs. Dan
Manning, widow of President Cleveland's first secretary of the treasury,
also spends part of the winter her.-- .
Other widows of distinguished
nun
who now nyike Washington their permanent home are: Mrs. Stanley Matthews, whose husband wa-- an associate justice of the supreme court; Mrs.
T. DoWitt Talmadge, Mrs. John Hay,
Mrs. John A. Logan. Mrs. M. S. Quay
and Mrs. Phil Sheridan.

are wealthy

ruined,

$28
..

SAM is not
the most provident old fellow In
the world. He i.i
apt some times to
ho carried
away
by the penny wiso
and pound foolish practice.
For
instance, right in
this city ho h
paying in rent for
buildings
lierdi'l
for public service
and for extra help necessary to keep
up these buildings, enough each year
to pay the interest on $.,!".0()U.iii)0.
If
f
of that $:!."..imn,on() was spent
in the orection of suitable buildiir-u;-,
be
every department
would
well
housed and ample room would be afforded for half a century to come. As
it Is, thousands of government clerk.5
are compelled to work every day In
unsanitary and often dangerous buildings while the general government is
paying out this enormous annual sum
for rents.
The visitor to Washington only scot
the few big buildings that tire tho
show places of the city, and lie thinks
that they are where all the government business is t nsacted.
It will
surprise him to learn that a great part
of tho work is done In make-shif- t
buildings. It is rather startling to find
out that the treasury department
scattered about in six buildings; tho
war department in nine buildings; tho
post office department in five; the agricultural department in -- 0; tho department of commerce and labor in
six; the department of justice in six
and t lie district government in nino
buildings. There Is an annual outlay
for rent of these buildings of $:f.0.000
and an outlay for extra help, light
and fuel of $297,0(10, making a total
annual expense to the government ol
one-hal-
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have
for
there is no such
thing as friendship
it
when
comes to forgiving a gambling
debt. There are
well founded rumors of official women being ostracised for what the sterner sex would denominate "welching"
on debts incurred at uie card table.
Old ladies, middle-ageladies and
young ladies are all infected with tho
gambling virus. The games played in
"good" society are not child's games
by any means, and checks running
into the hundreds and sometimes
thousands of dollars are required to
settle the score at the end of tho
game.
Not only are these whist tables going during the week days, but Sunday afternoons are devoted to tho seductive game. This disregard for Uie
American Sabbath was brought into
Washington by the foreign diplomats,
who set the pace In a gooil many
things for the smart set here. Countess Cassinl, who presided for a numember of years over the Russian
bassy, was instrumental in Introducing continental customs in Washington to the horror of the church-goinSabbath-lovinpeople.
She had card
parties on Sunday afternoons
with
champagne suppers and Russian cigarettes.
At the Austrian embassy there is
the same wide open sort of performance on Sunday. There cards at all
times are the favorite means of diversion. If u dinner or dance is given
there nro always card rooms open
whore those so inclined can try their
luck. Tho favorite game in diplomatic
circles, strange to say, is the old $lil7,000.
American game of draw poker. The
foreigners take to this game with
Are Vindicated.
avidity because they can get quick
The
are vindicated. M. Gut-toaction for their money, much quicVor
has photographed them and M.
than they get at whist and other more Mascart has measured them, it had
games.
fa.shiouable
been noted that IT these rays are allowed to fall on the primary spark of
Attracts as Place of Residence.
a HerUlan oscillator, the luster of tho
HE attractions of secondary spark diminishes.
This efcity fect has been secured photographicalthe capital
as a place of res- ly, the difference being clearly marked
idence are grow- In the whole of the :t7 exverhnents.
ing more n n d M. Mascart has detailed a series of
more. There are measurements of the points of maxia groat
number mum density in t he spectrum produced
of residents
in by the refraction
of tho
Washington
who through an aluminum prism
a,
by
were at ono time number
of independent
observers.
part of its official Tho phosphorescent screen was mountlife a n d w h o ed on tile carriage of a dividing engrew so much in gine, nnd encli of four observers niado
love with tho city independent
measurements
of
tho
that they made it their permanent points of maximum density. If thero
home after they had left public life. is physiological
illusion
about tho
of tho
and
it probably pertains to thoao
house can be met with by tho score who doubt their cxbtenco.
been
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and Harness. A Full Line of Collars and Collar Pads, Whips, Bridles, Spurs,
Bands, and anything you want in strap leather goods. We are prepared
to do all kinds of Saddle and Harness Repairing.
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CONTEST NOTICE

NEW ROAD

t

t

REAL ESTATE.

J. A. Street, J.J. Harrison, W. Department of the Interior, United
States Lnnd Office.
J. Hittson, and J. L. Estle went
;
;
tii
fl
Clayton. N. M.,
out Thursday and located the road
Business and Resident Properties for Sale Cheap and f
lyofi.
April i
jjf
south from Tucumcari. The road
Favorable Terms
f
A sufficient contest affidavit having been
K.
Carter's
A.
will run south to
Moore,
filed in this ollicu by Kzra 1.
! Will UP nl
r ::
line, down to J. A. Henry's, then of Moore, New Mexico, contestant, against h
: ... 7
w
. :
south to the old road and strike the Homestead Kntry No. 3509, made Febru- Hi
iucuee Addition ana tne
section line, then to the Cap Rock. ary n, 190J, for SV.(, Section 27, Town- (ft
Russell Addition to the Town.
Make Prices and Terms.
Mr. Hittson has been employed ship 10 North, Kane 31) liast, by Theo-aldore O. Gill, contestee, in which it is
by the Dodson people to repre- leged
Notary Public and
11
np ,yr TjpTf J A TVT (f
has
Gill
O.
said
Theodore
the
that
Conveyances
sent them and have presented a wholly abandoned said tract; that he has
'
' a AUiYii
i fy
strong petition for immediate ac- changed his residence therefrom for more
than six months last past; that said land is
tion in the matter.
not settled upon and cultivated by said
in
This information was handed
party as required by law; and that the
by J. L. Estle. Editor.
said alleged absence from the said land
was not due to his employment in the
Tucumcari Townsite & Investment Co
Army, Navy or Marine Corps of the United
New Advertisers.
soldier, officer,

ij

z

u

seaman

States as a private

The City Hotel has an ad in or marine, during the war with Spain, or
during any other war in which the United
the News this week.
States may be engaged.
The Racket Store has a big ad
Now therefore, said parties are hereby
notified to appcr, respond and offer eviin this paper, read it.

Don't forget to read Ed Ellis'
ad in this issue of the News.
Read the ads in this issue of the
News, they are offering you some

bargains.
Morgan

&

Grubbs have added
in this issue.

to their ad space
Don't let their Ad get away from
you. Watch their space.

The Texas & New Mexico Development Co. have an ad in this
issue of the News. Turn to it and
see what they are offering in real

estate.
Joseph Isreal has

a five inch double' column ad in this issue of the
News, read it before you finish
the paper, as he is offering something to the public in the line ol
trade he is advertising.

dence touching .aid allegation at 10 o'clock
a. m. on June iS, njoG, before N. V.
Gallegos, U. S. Court Commissioner, at
his office in Tucumcari, New Mexico, and
that final hearing will be held at 10 o'clock
a. m. on June 25, 1006, before the Regis
ter and Receiver at the United States
Land office in Clayton, New Mexico.
The said contestant having, in a proper
affidavit, filed April 13, 1900, set forth facts
which show that after due diligence personal service of this notice can not be
made, it is hereby ordered and directed
that such notice be given by due and
may
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Iiwaki

Slomkch Trouble.
Mrs. Sue Martin, an old and highly respected resident of Fatsonia, Miss., was
sick with stomach trouble for more than
six months, Chamberlain's Stomach and
She says; "I
Liver Tablets cured her.
can now eat anything I want and am the
proudest woman in the world to have
found such a good medicine." For sale by
all druggists.

N. M.

Business and Residence Lots For Sale
M. B. GOLDENBERG, Agt.
,'m"g''J''a'"'I''''',,,",,,,'rTrTi-irn,nrii---

'
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Tucumcari Telephone Exchange
Put in a Phone Do it
Now. Time is Money.

proper publication.
W. Fox, Register.

The Phone is a Time
Saver.
Ask Central
for Trains.

EST R. AY NOTICE

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Quay.

I

f

B.

In pursuancu of the power vested in me
by law, I hereby designate the 1 ucurncari
News, a weekly newspaper publishud in
Quay County, New Mexico, for the publication of this notice.
I'tiDKO Romkko,
Assessor Quay County.
N. V. Gam-kooDeputy.
Filed in my office on the 15th day of
May, 1906, at U o'clock a. m. and recorded
in liook
No. 1, Pago 2, Records of
list rays.
l'i'.mto Romkko,
Assessor Quay County. N. M.
N. V. Gai.i.kooh,
Deputy.
may 19-f-

-

F. HERRING. PROP.
i

I have taken up on or about my place in
Quay County, New Mexico, about two
miles of Tucumcari, one small bay horse,
branded T F J connected U on left
thigh, the same being an unbroken ani- -'
mal, about two years old, that I have made
Bates Brothers, of Puerto, are diligent inquiry throughout the neighboradvertising the'r fine stallion, St. hood of said premises and precinct to as
thereof, and am uu- certain the
Asaph, in this issue of the News. able to find ownership
the owner thereof.
If you are interested in horses,
H. Clayton, Affiant.
look this matter up, as they are
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
offering something in this line.
22nd day of February, njoG.
Jamkh M. Law.hon,
M. B. Fowler has a page ad in
Justice of the Peace, Precinct No. 1,
this issue of the News. Stop when Quay County, New Mexico.

you get to it and see what he is in
the market tor.
He has the ice
house and keeps the cold drinks
that you mav need this summer.

Tucumcari,

i

i

i

n

i

FARR HERRING, Mgr.
mi inininnmBininnium.

in in
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Located in the Pandhandlu
Country constitute a vast
proportion of those win arn
out of debt, possess an abundance of all that is necessary to comlort an
easy hour, and own

Texas Farmers

i

BANK ACCOUNTS.
Those who are not so fortunate should profit by past experiences and
rcofiji.e that these conditions are possible in

THE PANHANDLE
as no when: else for the reason that no other section now offers
li KALLY HIGH-CLASLANDS AT LOW I'lUCKS
and that the Agricultural and Stock-farmiiipossibilities of this section are
the equal of, and in some respects better than three to five times
r
priced property located elsewhere.
In other words;
Many ;IaKnificienmj)port unities are still open here
w i,,!.-.urani- - inn iiuie money, uut prompt investigation and

THE
fv

rltt
lV
I IrNVrly
Ll"LK

ROAD

QUICK ACTION
are advisable, as speculators have iuvestiL'ated
;ru last purchasing with a knowledge, of
'lll'CKlydevelopinKopportunitiestosell to oth- U11.1

nt Kruftt,y incri!;isu(1 Prices.

THE DENVER ROAD

dcii cneap ivoiind '1 rip tickets twice a week
with stop-ove- r
privileges.
For hull Information, write to
A. A. GLISSON, G. P. A., FORT WORTH.
Tex AS

Dodson News Budget

Administrator's
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Notice,

EJJ

Tlc(;.M(;ahi, yuny County, N. M.
Nations returned to Texas last week,
Wiiwti'.AS, I have been appointed by the
Hon. Vitor S. Montoya, Probate Judge of
l'ink Randall is planting Ka'lfir corn.
Mrs. lialon lias gone to Tucmncari to Quay County, N'. M., as Administratrix
of the estate of John Du Olivera, deceaswork.
COKRKSI'ONDKNCK.

Water Wagon
EWE MOVE PIANOS.

Sore Nipples.
A

CONTEST

0.

i

JEO. D. MARTINEZ
County Suiivuvou,
to me will be

promptly and accurately nttended to
The
Office at Court House
ber Co. arc offering a quantity of building
"
figure,
New Mexico.
tf
a
reasonable
Tucumcari,
sale
at
for
brick
Lum-

SINCLAIR & CO.

building and will keep a full
line of eatables.

NOTICE

All business entrusted

V.

Has opened up a Meat Market
and Grocery Store in the Cover

Another family came in from Oklahoma Department of the Interior, United States
Sunday and will locate near Cooper's.
Land Office.
Clayton, N. M.,
Black, the blacksmith at Moore, has a
April, if), 1900
field of Kaffir corn up that is looking fine.
A sufficient contest affidavit having been
Adamson is here visiting friends.
lie
was in the late earthquake at San Fran- filed in this ollico by Delmon Riley, of Tu
cumcari, N. M., contestant, against Home
cisco.
stead nntry .No, .1102, made .Marcli 30
Gus Buyers, Mrs. Cooper, Wallace and
1903, for Slv), Sec 31, Township 10 North
were Tucumcari visitors
J." W. Capps
Range 31 Fast, by Thomas II. Davidson
"
Saturday.
contestee.in which it is alleged that the said
Rev Robinson of Quay will preach here Thomas II. Davidson has wholly abandoned
the Second Sunday and Rev. Jeffrey the said tract; that he has changed his resi
third Sunday.
dence therefrom for more than six months
Cane seed arc a drag on the market this last past; that said tract is not settled upon
spring, while last year they went like hot and cultivated by said party as required by
cakes at 3 cents a pound.
law, and that said alleged absence from
Gibson of Ogal Plat was down this week the said land was not due to his employ
showing his fine Percheron horse.
The ment in the Army, Navy or Marine Corps
of the United States as a private soldier
horse is certainly a beauty.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnay and Charles Bil olhcer. seaman or marine, during the war
lingsley and family moved to Tucumcari with Spain, or during any other war
which the United States may be engaged
this week.
parties are herebynotili
The II O W cow waton started this Now therefore.said
ed to armear. respond and offer evidence
week and the Dodsou cow"punchers went
touching said allegation at 10 o'clock a. m
to it Thursday.
on June 20, njoG, before N. V. Gallegos
Waiter lilliott and Miss l'eggram were United States Court Commissioner, at his
among those who took in the literary at office in
Tucumcari. New Mexico, and that
Quay Friday night.
final hearing will be held at 10 o'clock
Mrs. Gipson will fill Wampley's place as m. on June 27, 190G, before the Register
superintendent of the Ogal Flat Sunday and Receiver at the United States Lan
School during his absence in Texas.
Office in Clayton, New Mexico.
The said contestant, having, in a propThere is going to be a great deal of
Kaffir corn planted hereabouts this year er affidavit, filed April if), 1906, set
forth facts which show that after due diliAs a general stock food it has no equal.
personal service of this notice can
gence
of
maize
pounds
bought
1000
Wallace
diHe is one of not be made, it is hereby ordered and
from Capps for plow feed.
the new comers who will try the first crop rected that such notice be given by due
and proper publication.
in New Mexico.
FinvAKD W. Fox, Register
6t
We had a light hail storm Thursday,
in
this
com
damage
resulted
but little
Chickens were Killed in some Sciaticn. Cured After Twenty Yea.rs Torture
munitv.
places by the hail.
For more than twenty years, Mr. J. H.
Sunday School was held at Dodson Sun Massoy, of
Clinton St., Minneapolis,
day so that the people could attend the Minn., was tortured by sciatica. The pain
the
bad weather and suffering which he endured during
meeting at Quay, but
kept nearly cverbody at home.
this time is beyond comprehension. NothThe basket dinner at Quay the first Suit ing gave him any permanent relief until
One
day in May was a grand success, despite he used Chamberlain's Pain Balm.
A bountiful application of this liniment relieved the
the cold and rainy weather.
pain and made sleep and rest possible, and
dinner was served in the school house
Horton and Hern were among the nuro less than one bottle has effected a perma11
troubled with sciatica or
Hor nent cure.
ber who visited Dodson this week.
ton has a nice garden and lots of fine rheumatism why not try a 25 cent bottle
He is building a new residence of Fain Halm and see for yourself how
chickens.
quickly it relies the pain.
For sale by all
Adamson is the happiest man to reach
druggists.
Mexico that we have any history of
New
he got out of the San Francisco earthquak
with a traveling bag and his life, and h
thinks he did well.
Old Settler.

PHONE 21

iiiiimimimim imuuiiimimuuimimiuiiiiiimiii

timmiuimimimimiiimiiii

Olivera, deceased.

cure may be effected by applying
Chamberlain's Salve as soon as the child
is done nursing.
Wipe it off with a soft
cloth before allowing the child to nurse
Many trained nurses use this salve with
Price 25 cents per box.
the best results.
Sold
all
by
druggists.
Phillips has moved to Tucumcari and
has put up a blacksmith shop.
Bachelor S. will not starve out, as he is
now on the market with eggs.

JEJLJLI

City Transfer, Drayagge,

ed, on the 3rd day of May, 100G. I do
Miss Ethel Hughes is visiting the
s.
hereby give notice that all persons owjug
said estate will pay their accounts to the
The Parker brothers sold a span of mules undersigned; and all those having accounts
(or $200.
against the said estate will present their
Ilorton and Hunt have rye that is head- accounts lor payment, within twelve
ing out.
months from date above given.
Mus. Anna Dk Oi.ivhiia,
l'eggram has purchased a line Durham
Administrati ix of the listate of John De
bull from Koberts.

Messers Hancock and Savage are new
comers at Dodson.
L J lJriscoe has planted ten acres of
millet and sorghum.
Mr. and Mrs. Creswell are living on
their claim this wesk.
Murray is running his new planter on
the Davis claim this week.
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PURE HOHE MADE LARD AT
Call and give us a trial.

12

l--

per lb.

Phone 63.

1

THE

Tender

Legal

Saloon

The Pioneer House of the Kind in the City.
BRANDIES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.

WINES,
CALL

AND SEE

US.

MORGAN

L

GRVBBS,
PROPS.

Watch this Space

ST. ASAPH.

PECIGREE St. Asaph was foaled in June,1397;
sired by St. Hubert out of Lady Esmond.
St. Hubert
was foaled in 1889; sired by Harrison No. 3841, who
was also the sire of Hanson, 2:26, Geo. L. 2:26;
first dam by Clark's Hamiltonian; he by Miller's
second dam Bradford's Telegraph; third dam
by Bourbon Joe. Bourbon Joe sired by Joe Downing,
who was also sire of Abe Downing, 2:20.4; and Dick
Jamson 2:26. Lady Esmond foaled 1S79, sired by Indian Chief No. 832; he was also sire of Warrior 2:26,
Lady dc Jarnette 2:28, of the'dam of Hylas Boy 2:29
and of the dam of Orphclia 2:30; first dam by Benton's
Dioniede; second dam Harper's Iialcom.
BATES BROTHERS, Puerto, N. M.
Ham-iltonia-

When n laxntive m needed, nothing enn
be more ciTectivc than CJarlield Ten, winch
is made of herb. It cures side headache,
constipation nnd discaecu of liver, kidney,
Btomnch and bowels; it purifies the blood,
cleanses the system ana clears the

LOYALTY WON

Railroad Man Leaves Gencrouc
to His Long-Tim- o
Assistant.

MOUNTAIN SHEEP.
They Are Held Sacred by Lnws o
Colorado.
State On trio anil Fish Commissioner
"Jim" Woodunl declares that th'i
mountnin b1io) in Colorado Ik In tin
flame class as the sacred bull of Indlii,
It must not bo touched, says Voodard.
If the animal is seen browsing upon
the mountain side the gun of the hunter must not he pointed in its direct Inn,
The animal therefore may be callel
the "snored sheep of Colorado." Thorn
are not many of them left, but undo?
the protection of the law they nre in
creasing every year. There Is a band
of them on the hills between Florence
and Victor and Mr. Woodard has a pho.
togrnph of a bunch grazing on a
a short distance from Florence.
Put for hie passage of a law which
heavily fines those who kill this nub
mnl the species would nave been extinct long ago.
A letter received in Mr. Woodurd's
office recently tells of the arrest and
conviction of one Fred KhntzsKy for
killing :i mountain sheep. Khmtzshy
was lined $Huo mil costs in the county
court at Canon City last Saturday. The
costs amounted to $Hu, and if the accused man does not sttle he will have
a Ioiik term to serve in the county jail.
The s'nte name anil llsh commissioner
is authorit.
for lit statement that
Klantzsky is an old offender, hnvlim
been arrested In lore lor killing mountain sheep. It seems that Klanizsky
shoots the animals for profit and not
for pleasure, and that on one occasion
he received $5 for the head of one of
the sheep.
"Klantzsky is an old hermit.'' said
Mr. V(o(i..rd yes, onlay, "and he sent
out word that any game warden 'hat
got him would have to get him dead.
Game Warden W. F. (livens not on hia
trail and followed him into tin abandoned miner's tunnel, where he had
taken refuge and gone to sleep. When
the old man woke up be was looking
into the muzzle of ,i .1.'. and he made
little resistance, tliottnh he tried tit firs'
er
to reach for his
Republican.
i

Cleve-Inn-'-

gun."--Denv-

BUSY WOMAN

Can Do the Work of 3 or 4

If Well

Eighteen years of unswerving devotion has brought Its rich reward to John
Smyth, or S7 Crawford road. N. IC, once
a New York "cubby," now theholrofu
riiilroad man of wealth. For that length
of time he served the late George
Spriggs. formerly general freight
agent of the Nickel Plate system, in the
capacity of valet and conlidential secretary.
For five years prior to his death Mr.
Spriggs as an invalid suffering from an
Incurable malady. During that time
Smyth hovered over his beside, rorego-in- g
all his pleasures. For weeks at a
time the faithful valet wns seldom able
to take off hi? clothes and wns forced to
snatch his sleep In a chair by the bed of
his alllieted employer.
Mr. Spriggs died a few weeks ago; but
Ing
he diil not forget the
of the niiin who soothed the last
The former
ho.irs of his lonely life.
"cabby" from New York is now heir 'o
real estate and moneys representing a
bequest of more than $fii,(iiiit.
!' was cn a dull November morning.
IS years ago.
that George llurdette
Spriggs met .John Smyth, cabman, in the
lot bv the Hoffman house. New York.
"Cab, sir?" inquired Smyth of the
magnate.
Spriggs turned and looked at the
"cabby."
"Is this the man you recommended V"
he asked, turning to the hotel clerk at
the desk The clerk nodded.
,
"Son. would you like to go to
with me'.' I have just discharged
my valet, and Callahan here t oils mo
you are honest and trustworthy.
Will
you come?"
It did not take long to strike the bat
gain. The promise of travel and the inducements held out were too strong to
be resisted by the neophyte who wished
to plunge into the baptism of life real
life- - by "seeing the country."
And the
arrangement was never regretted. either
by the busy man of railroad a flairs, who
had neither wife nor child to brighten
his life, or by the former cabby, who left
little behind, and who is yet in the full
tide of young manhood, with the means
at his disposal to pursue a crowning de
sire.
"He never treated me as a servant,
but nit her its a companion," said Smyth.
"Mr. Spriggs was one of those men
whom the possession of wealth does not.
spoil. He wns liked by every person with
whom he came in contact, by his serv
ants as well as by his business asso
ciates.
"The property he left me was entire
unexpected. Hefore he died he told me
I should
be taken cue of in his will
Hut what was left to me was so much
beyond my deserts or expectations that
I was overwhelmed.
tried to do my
duty while
was in his employ, but
really I did nothing more than what I
was very liberally paid for."
George Hurdetle Spriggs was 71 year
old when he died. He had railroad mid
other interests in Canada and on the
continent as well as those In this country. Ry his will he left $."oo to each of
thrco other employes and some of his
real estate to a niece in Gloucestershire,
England. The rest or his estate he bequeathed to John Smyth, once cabman,
then faithrul valet.

WORKING WOMEN
Their Hard Struggle Made EasierInteresting Statements by a Young Lady in Boston
and One in Nashville, Tenn.

Itur-det- te

hill-Hid-

A

FORTUNE.

Fed,

An energetic young woman living
Just outside of New York, writes:
"I am at present doing all the houBe
work of n dairy farm, caring for 2 children, a vegetable and flower garden, a
largo number of fowls, besides mnnag-Inan extensive exchangebusiness
through the mails and pursuing my
regular avocation as a writer for several newspapers and magazines (designing fancy work for the latter) and
all the energy nnd ability to do this I
owr to Grape-Nut- s
food.
"It was not alwuys so, and a year
ago when the shock of my nursing
baby's death utterly prostrated mo and
deranged my stomach and nerves so
that I could not nsslmilate as much
as a mouthful of solid food, and was in
oven worso conditlci inontally, he
would have been a rash prophet vho
would have predicted
that it over
would do so.
"Prior to this groat grief I had suf
fered for years with Impaired diges
tlon, Insomnia, agonizing cramps in
the stomach, pain in tho side, constl
patlon, and other bowel derangements,
all these voro familiar to my dally
Medicines gave me no relief
life.
Signed Name Opposite 13.
nothing did, until a few months ago,
The death of Morris Stein, auditor
at a friend's suggestion, 1 began to use of the Western Ohio railway, whose
Grape-Nut- s
food, and subsequently
funeral was held tu l'lqua lately, regave up coffee entirely nnd ndopted calls that the day before the fatal colPostum Food Coffeo nt nil ray meals.
lision of trolley cars In which he
"To-daI am free from all tho trouwas Killed he was approached
by
My digestion
bles I havo enumerated
young men companions and asked to
is simply perfect,
my
food sign a subscription
aBalmllnte
for a dancing
without the least distress, enjoy sweet, party.
Stein glanced over the list,
restful sleep, and have a buoyant feeland seeing names above ami below Uning of plensuro In my varied duties. In numbered designation "111,'" laughingI
fact, am a new woman, entirely made ly asked if every one was superstitious.
over, and I repeat, I owo it all to Then he aflixed his signature opposite
Grape-Nut- s
and
Cofleo."
Postum
the "lo." In less than 21 hours the
Name given by Postum Co., Dattlo fast limited, on which he was si
was wrocKed, and Stein wad
Creek, Mich.
There's a renson. Read the little the only person Killed. Cincinnati
book, "The Road to Wollvilla," In pkgs.
g

1

All women work; some in their
homes, some in church, nnd some in
the whirl of society. And in stores,
mills and shops ten's of thousands nre
on the
treadmill, earning
their daily bread.
All are subject to the fitunc physical
laws; nil sufl'er alike from the same
physical disturbance, and the nature of
their duties, in many cases, quickly
drifts them into the horrors of ail
kinds of female complaints, tumors,
ulceration,
falling" nnd
displacements or perhaps irregularity or
suppression, causing" backache, nervousness, irritability and lassitude.
They especially require an invigorating, sustaining medicine which will
strengthen tho female organism and
'enable them In hear easily the fatigues
of the day. lo sleep well at night, and
to rise refreshed and cheerful.
Ilow distressing" to sco a woman
nt niggling' to earn a livelihood or perform her household duties when lu-hack and head are aching, she is so
tired she can hardly drag about or
stand up, una everv movement causes
pain, the origin of which is due to
some derangement of tho female organism.
Miss P. Orser, ofl4 Warrcnton Street.
Boston, tells women how to avoid'such
g

never-ceasin-

I could not sleep nnd could hardly drag
around. I coiiMiltod two physicians without
relief, and as a last resort, I tried Lydia K.
Piukhnm's Vegetable Compound, unti to my
.surprise, every neho uml pain left nie. I
gained ten pounds nnd um in perfect health."
Miss Pearl Ackers, of 327 North Rum
mer street, Nashville, lean., writes

:

Dear Jlrs. Pinkhnm:
" I paltered with painful periods, sovero
'
pains, pains across
he, bearing-dow- n
ino nonunion; was very nervouB aim irritable, and inv t rouble crew woio everv month.
"My physician failed to help mo and I
decided to try Lydia K. Pinkhain's Vegetable(
oiiipouiiii. i soon loiiuii id was uonig mo
iiood.
All nivp'iins and nclios disappeared.
ami 1 no longer fear my monthly periods."

Lvdia

13,

Pinkhain's Vegetahlc

Com

pound is tho unfailing cure for all these

troubles. Jt strengthens the proper
muscles, nnd displacement with all its
horrors will no more crush you.
Paeknche, dizziness, iainting, hearing-down
pains, disordered stomach,
moodiness, dislikcof friends and society
all symptoms of the one cause will
in, quickly dispelled, and it will make
you strong and well.
You can tell tho story of your sufferings to a woman, and receive helpful advice free of cost. Address Mrs.
l'inkham, Lynn, Mass. The present
suffering ; she writes :
Mrs. l'inkham is the daughter-in-laof Lydia K. l'inkham and for twenty-fiv- e
Deur Mrs. Pinlthnm:
years sho has, under her direction
" I fiufTercd misery for Rovoral years with
..... i.. i ......... .i
. i. t i .... i
; i nun nnd since her decease, been advising
ii
iiilv, it.,
.ui i
'
beuring-dowpains, and frequent headaches; sick women free of charge.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
Succeeds Where Others Fall.
iiui-i- t

i

n

Denver Directory
;itf,r5rSJ.

H.WILSON STOCK SADDLES
Auk your detuor Tor them. Tako no other

1

Oxford Hotel
lonvor.
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A PRECARIOUS CONDITION.
Many

Women

SCIENCE AND THE MEDIUMS

Suffer Daily Miseries and

Facts

hnck-ueh-

u

But Suffered Severely

To-da- y

n

1

n

What Tuskegec

is Doing.
will complete
'his .war the liist
years of
us exilic nee, u i iK s Hooker T. Wash
inton in the April World's Hook. It

Institute

twenty-live-

opened July i. i;vsi, with one
'eiicher and thirty pupils. At that time
tt had neither land or buildings, nothing but the $2,111111 a year granted by
he Alabama Legislature. lOven the
Hiuntv and the old church in
which its lirat sessions
were
were lent by the colored people
tr the illig'.
It was not long, however, before th"
school acipiirrd a small tract or hind.
The first piece of live slock which it
became po.sf ssed of was an old blind
mule, he gilt of a white 111:111 in the
noighboi hood. This
the
capital of the school.
At the elos" of the school year, last
May it owned ti.nuu acres of land,
ighty-ihrei
buildings, large and small,
used as dwellings, dormitories, class
rooms, shops and barns, which, together with the equipment, live stock,
stock in trade and other personal property, were valued al about $s:M ,S!ir..;:2.
This docs not include U2.000 acres of
public land nmaintng unsold from Hie
LT.00i) granted by Congress valued at
vl.'in.oiHi, nor the. endow mont
fund,
which amounted Januarv 1, J!)0li, to
?i,'j7r,;iM.
wins

e

"Do you believe in the government
ownership of railways?" "Well," replied ' legislator, scartching his head
way, "1 dunno. Do
in a
you tiling the government would give
th-.-

passes?"

igjifjfnjiggi

rr"'1

WOMAN DOCTOR

Was Quick to See That Coffee Poison
Was Doing the Mischicef.
A lady tells of a bad case of cofTeo
poisoning and tells it in a way so simple and straightforward that literary
skill could not improves it.
for
"I had neuralgic headaches
V2 years,"' she says, "and have suffered
untold agony. When I first begun to
weighed 110 pounds, but
have them
I
they brought mo down to 110.
went to lvany doctors and they gavo
So I sufmo only temporary relief.
fered on. till one day in 1!)04. a woman
doctor told me to drink Post m I'ood
Corfne.
She said I looked like I was
coffee poisoned.
"So I began to drink Postum and
pounds in tho first few
I gained
weeks and am still gaining, but not
so fast as at llrst. My headache began
to leave me after I had used Postum
about tw: weeks long enough I expect to get the coffee poison out of my
system.
have
"Now that n few months
passed since I began to uso Postum
Food Coffee, I can gladly say Unit I
never know what a neuralgic headache
is liko any more, and it was nothing but Postum that cured inc.
never went out
I used Postum
alone; I would get bewildered and
would not knpw which way to turn.
Now I go iilono ami my head is as
Hy brain and nerves
clear as i boll.
are stronger than they have been for
Name given by Postum Co.,
years."
iinttlo Cror-tcMidi.
Head the little
Thoro'n a reason.
in
hao.lt, "Tho Road to Wollvllle."

matter.
(This covers all the objective phenomena of metaphysics, such as the
transport of bodies from one place to
another, luminosity, etc.)
2. We possess other means of knowing than those of reason or the senses.
(This applies to the subjective phenomena of metaphysics, Including telepathy, second sight, clairvoyance.)

I

Busy Young King.
Alfonso, tho young king of Spain,
leads a busy life, made up of work,
and study, and sport such a life as
any young mnn might lead. And this
Is what, has endeared him to his pco
pie.
In no monarchy was tho king's
majesty more hedged about with ceremony. The young king has broken it
all down. His ancestors gloomed Udilml
the curtained windows of the palace.
He Is
Ho has gone to tho people.
part of the national life. And Ills
frank and boyish good fellowship has
done more to make tho monarchy sal'6
than "all the king's horses and all tho
king's men."

11
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There Aro Others.
"Why do you always tell that story
about how you used to drive the cows to
pasture whenever we huvo company
to dinner? I don t want peoplo to
know that I got tho pails ready f r
you!" said Mrs. Would bos well.
"Oh. what do you care?" said her
"In these days of rubber
husband.
gloves you can't tell who's doing her
own dish washing." Detroit Free Press.
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$3&$3

SHOES

ml"

$4.00 Cllt Edge Lino
cannot bo oqualiod atony prlco.

W. L. Douglas

In
I

I
JULY

arJH

6.

B70

llll Capital 2,50o.ooo
W. L. DOUGLAS MAKES & SELLS MORE
MEN'S $3.5(1 SHOES THAN ANY OTHER
MANUFACTURER IN THE WORLD.
C1 fl (Kin REWARD to anyone who can

OlUjUUU dispiovc this statement.
II i could dike yon into mv three lares factories
at lirockton, Mhhs., nml show you the Inllnlto

cure with which cverv piilrnf shoes Is mode, ynii
would realize why W. L, Douglas 53.50 shoes
cost more to make, why they hold their shnne,
tit better, wear longer, nnd ure nf greater
Intrinsic value than any other $.1.50 shoe.
IV. L. Douglas Stronn Matlo Shoem for
Men, $2. SO, $2.00. Boy a' School &
DrossShooB, S2.BO, $2.$1.7B,$1.SO
CAUTION.
"I""' Inning v.I,.I).iiic.

'"'''ulitltutc.

Ian fIiiici.

T.'ikn ini

N'fini!

kciiiiIiih

without ii. nani" ami price st inn pi I on liuttiiin.
Fast Color Ewlutx ttsrrl ihcti will nut icvnr brassy.
AVrltofor

llliitnitnl

(

iit

il..

W. I.. l)()l (il.A.S. Hrockton. Man.

When Answering Advertisements
Kindly Mention This Paper.
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i C ASTORIA
I

For Infants and Children.

Klif3!iiThe

Kind" You Have

Always Bough!
ASrciie(able Preparation lor Assimilating IhcFoocl nndRcdula-lin- g
the Stomachs and Bowels of

Promotes

Bears the
Signature

Digcslion.Checrrur-nessandRest.Contni-

t

Ajp

neither
Opium .Morphine nor Mineral.

TfOTlARCOTIC.
JAtifit

of CM l)rSAMUEL

PITCHER

j(lx.Srnn.i

In

Jit CsuiHtatfSo&

HtnpSttd- fmiMl Miagr

itihttrafiM rUrnr.

A perfect Hcmeily forConslipa-non- ,

Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea

Worms .Convulsions,
and

Fevensh-nes- s

Loss of Sleep.

Facsimile Signature

Use
For Over

oT

He-fo-

1

.

Asthma Cured

smart-nervou-

repix-scntr-

A

Once Held to Bo Miracles,

e

e

i

years.

35

Conceded by Modern

Woinon who urn lsuitfuul, suffer
ami dizzy spells, should read care- lolly tlm cxncrifiidc o
Mrs. Laura Sullivan,
liluir and Third Sis.,
Marqui'ttc. M icli., who
sins: "I had hack-a-hand bearing-dowjiaiu, and at
times my limbs would
swell to twice natural
size. I uould hardlv
Hi't up or down stairs,
find often could not get my shoes on.
Hcfriiininj' to use Joan's Kidney Pills I
1,'ot relief before.
had used half a box,
but continued talcinjr thorn until cured.
The bloating subsided and was well
uk hi."
Sold by ail dealers. .Ml cents a box.
Co., l!uiVal;, .N. Y.
Tiiiilicj;

eruptions

With Eczema All
Over Body A Thousand Thanks
to Cutlcura Remedies.
Thought.
years I was a
"For over thirty-fivSpiritualism is tne successor of the severe sufferer from eczema.
The
mediaeval occultism and or the older eruption wns not confined to any one
magic.
place. It was all over my body, limbs,
science, without accepting Its manifestations, studies them; and oven on my head. I am sixty
and In these troubled waters almost all years old and an old soldier, and have
the facts upon which tho new meta- been examined by the Government
physics Is founded have been fished up. Hoard over fifteen times, and they
Like magnetism, says Vanco Thompsaid there was no cure for tne. I have
son in Everybody's, it has drawn the taken all kinds of medicine and have
spent largo sums of money for docattention of physicians to the phenomena of Induced sleep and has given tors, without avail. A short time ago
many of the date for the study of I decided to try the Cutlcura Heine-dies- ,
hypnosis and suggestion. The mediums,
and after using two cakes of
who believe, like the ancient pythoCutlcura Soap, two boxes of Cutlcura
nesses, that they are possessed by Ointment, and two bottles of Cutlforeign spirits, have served for the cura Resolvent, two treatments In all,
study of the change of personality and
am now well and completely cured.
telepathy. And it litis shown that tho A thousand thanks to Cutlcura.
I
prodigies, diabolic ami divine, recordcannot speak too highly of the Cutled In till early religions ware not so cura Remedies. John T. Roach,
fabulous as tho critical fancied.
Ross Co., Ohio, July 17,
At all events science admits
that 1905."
there is a force call It psychic as
"Say. Hick, what Is this new fad t hoy
Ct..ikos does, neurlc with Buret., vllal
phonetic spelling?" "It's the kind,
with Haniduc, or the odic force of call
.lim, they used to Hog you and 1110 at
KolcliPiibraeh a force which can b" school lor using."
me.isured and described, which le:,es
its mark on the photographic
pht-In a Pinch, Use ALLEN'S FOOT-EASwhich cmmaics from every living
A powder.
It cures painful,
whii li acts at a distance, which Ing.
feet and ingrowing nails,
aves or destroys.
Plato knew It. It's the grea'est comfort discovery of
'ireat wizards like Cardan made use the age. Makes n w shoes easy. A
( it.
cert ain cure for sweating feet. Sold
'I he chariians liko Cagiostro
blundered upon It. The scientist have by all druggists. USc Trial package.
FHl 5K. Address A. S. Olmsted, I.
he last word.
Uoy N. Y.
What definite fads litis science
The change of personality;
According to indications
it lake a
lint is classic now. Tho evidence for quart of liquor to drown a spoonful of
telepathy is Indubitable.
That may trouble.
win a bold statement; it is a comLewis' Single Hinder cigar richest, most
monplace for those who are In touch satisfying
smoke on tho market.
Your
vith the latest experiments
the
of
dealer or Lewis' Factory, Peoria, III.
mettiphysic clinics. Only a few year?
Many men are more anxious to stive
igo before Pasteur
came tt would
have been deemed sheer Idiocy to talk their money than their honor.
'if studying typhoid fever or cholera or
Mr. Wlnstnw'ii Hnotnincr Syrnn.
erysipelas in a laboratory.
For chlltlnm tntUhlmr, Miftmif. llio iitn, rwliirpn
Telepathy
allay pulu, cures wind cultu. liio 1 untie.
is an acquired certainty as much as
Harvey's theory of the circulation of
There will be rascals in the world
the blood, which three acedemies of just as long as there aro fools in it.
physicians declared impossible.
And the explanation of the strange
phenomena:
Are they hints and instigations from aother world tho Intervention of spirits of the dead., of
angels or demons? This Is the opinion held by almost all the sects of the
occult, those who worship in the hundred and one little religions of mysticism. Science does not go quite so f ir.
It declares:
1. There exist in nature certain unknown forces capable of acting on

Don't Know the Reason.

fostur-Milbur-

SKIN

NEW YORK.

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

Thirty Years

ASTORIA
th ointaoh loHHiir,

Mrw vomk
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DRINKS

SOFT

SEASONABLE

MANUFACTURED BY THE

BOTTLING

FOWLER

COMPANY

Soda, Lemon Sour, and all Other Cold Drinks.
Peach riellow, Pepsin, and Egg Nog our SPECIALS

Tucumcari Beer & Ice Company
HI. JB.

FOWL,

Proprietor

SOLE AGENTS
Meims' Kyff'liauser, Export, Scliariiagle9 Nelret
Pabst's Export and Blue Itibbou ReerK

ICE! ICE!
Prompt Delivery

to

all

parts of the City

'PHONE 45

a DENVER
CITY RAILWAY CO.

Endee Items

FORT W0R.TH

Correspondence
PRANK

P.
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X

Pret't.

W. P. BUCHANAN.

t

Cashier.

The First National Bank
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Miss Ollic Bcnnott, from Green Valley,
was here this week visiting Mrs. James
Hell.
Miss Jennie Iilkins was a pleasant caller
on Mrs. Ashton Sunday.

The Kort Worth & Denver City Railway
Company, popularly known as "The Den
ver Road" announces that, effective Juno
ist, it will establish a new through sleep-incar line between Lafayette, La., and
Several of our young people spent Sat- Denver, Colo, the routing of same to bo
urday and Sunday on the Canadian River via the lines of the Southern Pacific Co.
fishing, am! all report a fjood time.
between Lafayette and Houston, the II. &
This country was visited by a little T. C. road between Houston and Port
Worth and "The Denver Road" between
shower of hail Thursday.
Kort Worth and Denver. This is a new
J. G. Walker and son Roger were viewing the beautiful scenes of Tucumcari feature in favor of the satisfactory accommodation of a constantly increasing tourist
Monday.
business to Colorado, and will undoubtedly
Anyone wanting to see a beautiful counserve with favor and tend to increase such
try, just step over to the Newvelder valley.
tourist business from Louisiana and SouthMiss Mary Miller and Mr. Quarels were
ern Texas points; also from points in Cenvisiting at James Allen's Sunday.
tral Texas along the line of the II & T. C.
Our Sunday School was a failure Sun- road.
g

.

day on account of the fish fry.

LIVERY

AND
STREET

SALE
&

STABLE.

BAKER

I?

Good Rigs and Good Horses,

J?

Teams and drivers to all points in the country, 3
furnished on short notice.
HAY AND GRAIN.

!

In addition to the foregoing, announcement is made that double daily through
trains service will be again established vin
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
the K. W. & I). C. Ry. through to Denver
about June ist, and that in all likclyhood
Territoryof New Mexico, I
a third train will be placed ir service for
County of Quoy.
the accommodation of local business beIda Knton, plaintiff, vs. J. V. Katon, de- tween Port Worth and fjuanah, Texas.
fendant, in the District Court for the
With the inauguration of this third train
Sixth Judicial District of the Territory it is understood the schedules of the
of New Mexico, within and for the through Colorado trains will be materially
County of (,)uay.
quickened or shortened, since the local
it possible to
To J. V. Iiaton: Yon will take notice train referred to will make
that the above named plaintiff, Ida Iiaton, cut out a number of stops enroute which
been necessary to the through trainB
has filed her complaint in the above named have
during former seasons,
Court against you, praying for a divorce
A. A. Gi.issoN. G. P. A.
from you; and that unless you enter your
appearance in said cause on or before the
6th day of July A. D. 190G,, you will be in
Our line of Silk Shirtwaist suits at SS to
default, and said complaint will be taken Sio, "Top of the Town."
The M. P.
as confessed, and judgment entered ac- Goldcnberg Co.
tf
cordingly
The M. H. Goldenberg Co. has just purChaklks 1 Downs,
chased the largest line of dry goods ever
Clerk.
brought to the Tucumcari market.
Merritt C. Mechem, Attorney for Plaintiff,
Postollice
address,
Tucumcari, New
Wantud- - To buy ,oor head of sheep.
X
Mexico.
tf.
may i8-j- t
Inquire at this office.

Tad.

5- -

Main St.

Phone 42.

The Tucumcari Pharmacy
Dr. Tomlinson is an Experienced Pharmacist. This is
the peoples Drug Store. Pure Wines and Liquors for

J

in fact
Medi- -

cal use Only.
Aviso.

x

Esta es la casa donde Comprar las Aledicinns.

ROCK ISLAND EATING HOUSE

Your Trade Solicited.

I

J

t

Open day and night..

Dining H&U and Lunch Counter.

1905

Season

1906

Oysters and Fish in season
T. S. McDER.MOTT.

Butters In

Membership

(trd

Prop.

MR.S. W. E LIBSCOMB.

Mr.

nnnTrnnnnTTTTTfTTTTTTTTnTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTfTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

E

W. II. FrcjrA, Pres.

t

Transferable
yJny person reading this card maij without doubt or hesitation butt into the Lobby Saloon and sample our fine line of
IP ities, Liquors and C'ujars,

HENRY & CO., Tucumcari, N.M.

t
I

W. A. Jackson.

Src.

3

W. F. Bi'ciianan, Treas.

Texas and New Mexico Investment Co.

Meal Estate,
Town JLots and

3

Acreage Property

Russell addition to the town of Tucumcari.

Oilier Fast Main
3
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This is S. C. Pandolfo's
H0ME.
He

is identified with the town in many ways.

W, T, NICHOLSON
j

EEEHdeneral BlacKsmithing and Wood Work.. .
---

5

Give Him Your Insurance,
Because He Has the Best,

HORSE SHOEING A SPECIALTY.

1J

Main Street

Tucumcari, X.

M.

UP.
CAN'T STRAIGHTEN
Hastily summoning Or. W. E. Knm-nio- l,
of tho mines,
owner
the
Denver,
of
IN
TRAPPED
Fo' Kidnoy Troublo Causes Weak Backs
tho man was given stimulants.
Mid a Multltudo of Pains
days he remained in a stupor, unabh
and Aches.
to tell where or who he was. Part ol
MOUNTAIN STORM the time he was raving mail and In ill'
,
Deputy MarCol. n. S. Harrl-unidolluiluin would Imagine that he one
St., Lake Charles,
bleak
71G
the
wandering
Common
about
shal,
more was
au, says: "A kicK
mountain passes half starved. For
FIVE DAYS AND
WANDERS
from a horse llr.it
he. had gone without food, and,
weakened my back
IN BLIZZARD.
NIGHTS
according to Dr. Hummel, had he gon"
and affected my kidone day more he surely must have per
neys.
became very
islied from the pangs of hunger.
bad, and had to gj
SUCCOR FINALLY REACHED.
Robert Stuart is fifi years old and is
alout on crutches.
one of the oldest prospectors that l InThe doctors told mo
Just how many years "Hob'
has.
state
had u, caso of
Falls Unconscious in Snow at Door of has lived in his little cabin at the foo'
c h r o n c rheumaMining' Cabin Is Taken Iu
of Arapahoe peak is not known, btr
tism, but I could
and Nursed Back to
ever." llshernian, hunter and prospectot
not bellevo them,
to
ente"
occasion
Health.
ever
had
that has
lie and llnally began using Doan's Kid.Middle Park knows "Hob" Stuart,
for live days anil Is guide, mine locator, llshernian anri ney PlILs for my kidneyu. Flrat tho
Denver. Lost
nights iu the mountains, wandering prospector. He has several claims now kidney socretlons came moro froly,
blindly and half starved in the errlble near his cabin that may prove to In- men the pain left my back. I went
d
blizzard that whirled down the bleak, valuable r.ome day. The grizzled pros- itnd got i.no her box, and that
I have been well for
a cure
cold canyons of Arapahoe pass, Holipector was taken to Eldora, where he
two years."
est Stuart, i he most prominent and will spend the rest of this winter.
Sold by all dealers, 50 cents a box.
oldest trapper and prospector in .Midn
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
dle Park, or In the state, came near ATTACKED BY A WILD CAT.
forfeiting his life In a bold attempt to
Anyway, tho Ohio man who was bunget out of his cabin before ho became Commercial Traveler Has Lively Enlived to
coed at the age of eighty-livsnowbound. When he tlnally covered
counter with Animal in
enjoy a green old age.
the live Milles that lay between his
Pennsylvania.
lonely little cabin and the Lonesome
Deafness Cannot Be Cured'
mines, the distance of which in ordiDunkirk, N. .1. Harvey J. Jackson, by local applications, an they cannot reach the
only one way to
portion of tho cur. There
nary weather could easily be traversed representing n New York wholesale
remedtci.
euro ilefiit'!. anil tlmt Is hy
in less than half a day, he was In a clothing house, reached Dunkirk en llcafneaa
cmiMiil ly im Inflamed condition of tha
Tube.
Whi'll tlita
lining
CiiRtachlau
tho
of
raving delirium from the cold and ex- route homo, and during a short stop inticuua
tube 1' Inltiiinud ynit h.ie k niuihlliiK kouiii) or Imd
condition here told of a thrilling encounter perfect hearing. ninl when It la ci.tliely eliMrd. bo
posure and the
U the
unlen the Inflammation cau
iu which his wanderings without lood which lie had with a wildcat.
normal condl-l- l
taken out mid IhU tubii restored to
n. Iicurliu wlil be dotroyetl forever: nlnn caaea
had left him.
covering out of ten nro
.Mr. Jackson
had boon
by atarrh. which la nothing
Tho other day "Hob' Stuart resolved Irvlnoton, Pa., and that evening, hav- but nn IniUined c iiiillitnn of the nnicoii aurfacci.
Vt wIM
One Hundred Dollar for any capo of
to leave hit' cabin and spend the rest ing missed Ills train to Youngstowr., Deiifue'-- ple
n ii cl by ea arrhi that cannot ha cured
('lira. Send for circular, free.
by
Caturrh
Hall's
Lonesome
mines. a few miles away, started
of the winter at the
drive to
. .1. CHK::vy
CO., Tulado, 0.
It is usually Stuart's habit to winter that village.
Sold bv I)rUB;tK.""c
I lall'w 1'iimlly I'llla fur ootihttpattun.
Take
was
pass
at Eldora, but Arapahoe
On the way ho stopped a moment
snowed in and considered very dangerto cut some plug tobacco for his pipe,
There is no hope for the man who
ous for travel. His stock of provisions
and as ho was doing so became aware knowingly persists in acting the fool.
was low barely enough for one good
trey
of an animal in the branches of a
meal, lie scraped together what he
at the roadside. Mr. Jackson reached
Lewis' Single Binder straight no. Many
could to eat and set out for the mines
for his whip and struck at the boast. smokers prefer them to 10c cigars. Your
Saturday night. When he lei t, the
hurled dealer or Lewis' Factory, Peoria, 111.
Like a Hash the wildcat
snow alout his cabin was about seven
buggy,
began
to
and
tho
into
itself
feet deep ;.nd was of tho sott, llnky
America's Drink Bill.
claw the driver's logs. Luckily, Mr.
s
sort that refuses to pack. The
America's total drink bill, for nil
his
still
had
knife
Jackson
he woie were small, and every In
his hands, and a few slashes killed kinds of. stimulating beverages, includstop he took brought him lloiinderlng
is
the tothe cat, but not until the victim had ing tea and coffee,
worse,
To
to his knees.
make matters
tal estimated production of the cotboon severely scratched and bitten.
crops
corn,
hay
wheat,
ton,
tobacco
and
blinding
snowstorm
about nightfall a
Mr. Jackson had tho beast skinned
and every other product of farms. It
came up and the old trapper, for the
intends to have the skin mounted. amounts to
of the nation's
llrst time In his life, lost bis way. All and
It measures more than throe and
total expenditure for food.
that nigh! he wandered aimlessly
feet from tip to tip.
Estimates of the cost of stimulating
around the mountain tops, striving In
beverages, as published hy the Amer
vain to come upon the trail.
FINDS HUSBAND IN COFFIN ican grocer, show that since 1901 tho
Speaking of the night, Stuart said
cost has risen from $1,27.!,21L',38C to
that "if no had a million dollars he Michigan Woman Identifies Corpse $1,548,708,307 in 1005, a gain of
pur cent. The popor 21
would have given it for one biscuit," so
Which Was Being Buried Unulation for the same period advanced
der
Name.
Another
hi1
from 77,(M7,000 to S3, 143,000, an addition of 5,41)0,000, or UVfc ier cent.
Pueblo, Col. Just after one son of
had declared
the
James Dougherty
New Bible Translation.
corpse in tho coffin was not that of his
When a translation of tho Bible
father. Mrs. Hattlo Cainc, a casual atRev. F. H. Price, u missionary
tendant at the funeral, stopped to look which
in Ouani, is now working on shall have
deand immediately
at tho body,
been completed, tho scripture, or porclared that the remains were those of tions thereof, may bo road in 300 difher husband, James Lester Cains, of ferent languages. Tho language of tho
Hattle Creek, Mich., who had been natives of Cunni is called Chumeere.
missing for some time.
"Why Is it," queried the American
The body was found in the Platte
globe trotter, "that our American girls
river, near Denver, several days
Dougherty's friends
were so are so much more attractive- to foreignsure tho body was his that thoy shipped ers with titles than you English girls?"
"I don't know," snapped tho English
it to Pueblo and the funeral was tak- beauty,
"unless it's because they have
ing place when the denouement came. moro money
and loss sense."
relinMrs. Dougherty immediately
quished all claim and tho body was
sent to Hnttlo Creek. Calne was a locomotive engineer. The police do not
know whether he was murdered or
committed suicide.
T II ICY KOl'NU JII.M I.N A UK AD KAIM.
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The World's Wheat.
a curious thought tlmt tho
supremacy of western civilization
tho ascendency
of t lie wheat-enterovor tho
may ultimately
depend upon the discovery of sonio
cheap process of producing nitrates;
but so eminent an authority as Sir
William Katnsey is sponsor for the
statement. More than live yenrs ago.
says Youth's Companion, Sir William
Crookes declared the population of tho
world to he increasing so rapidly that
in a short time the supply of wheat
would he insullicient. Since then progress has been made In several experiments directed toward increasing
the world's harvest of wheat. Nevertheless, many sclent itic men feel that
a wheat famine within a few generaEftions is among tho possibilities.
forts toward averting or postponing
this condition are directed:
First, toward increasing the acreage a process
which is
secondly, toward
increasing the yield per acre by improving the seed and selecting that
which is best suited to the locality
where it is to he planted; thirdly, toward increasing the crop by feeding
the plants more geenrously with nitrogen through alternation with
leguminous plants a process developed in the United States department of agriculture: and. fourthly, by the manufacture of nitrates. For
years the supply of nitrates has come
from Chili, but that source is nearing
exhaustion.
The sewage of cities
would supply enormous quantities if
there could be found some method of
saving and applying it which would
not endanger public health. It is estimated that SO.tiiH).(i(i() worth of fertilizer goes annually to waste in this
way in England alone. The artificial
manufacture, or rather the fixation, of
nitrogen looks to tho air as the great
source of supply, lint the processes
now in use are complicated and expensive. .Many patents have been issued.
One of the latest plants
is that at
Svaolgfoss. Norway, In which a waterr
fall of 150.000
has been
by
electricity,
utilized to generate
which nitrogen is taken from the atr
and absorbed by lime. The resulting
calcium nitrate is a powerful f"il-lzer- .
In this problem the youuu lit
toand the young electrician
day have a work which will tax the
ablos and ought to satisfy tin- most
ambitious.

It seonis

s

nodule-producin- g

horse-powe-

Drain Upon Forests.
The work of the forest service in
gathering statistics of forest products
for tho last year has furnished the
basis for a provisional statement of
tho wood consumed in the manufin
Mt re of paper pulp.
Returns from l.V.l
firms, controlling 2!52 pulp mills, give
ovor n.OOti.Ooo cords as the total
amount of wood used. The wood used
wii8 divided among tho various procSulphite. l.oIiS.iiOO
esses as follows:
ground
cords; soda, IHi.iiOO cords;
.008.(100 cords.
The total pulp
wood.
production by all processes by tho
,'JD3.00U
(Inns reporting was
tons.
According to the census of UHii), the
consumption of pulpwood was then
1,1)815,310 cords, so that there lias been
an increase of more than no per cent,
in tho last six year.t. This demonstrates, in a striking manner, the
drain upon tho forests caiiHed by the
pulp industry.
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great was his hunger. All day Sunday.
Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday, Thursday and half of Friday the old man
wandered. Twice bo was within a lew
feet of the cabin of t he mine boaso ,
but It was so completely covered up by
the heavy fall of snow that he passed
right on by. On Titesday he lost ai'
consciousness and can remember no
more. Instinct guided him to safety
tho rest of ills perilous J annoy.
Lato In the afternoon of Friday three
mon wore eating In the little cabin near
A New "York lawyer who admitted
the worklngH of the Lonosomo mine.
that he charged a client ?115 for collect- In tho middle of the meal a faint knock
ing a $!59 bill was told by the Judge that was heurl at the door. Opening It
they found Stuart in a doad faint and
ha was a disgraco to tho bar. Tho propUulf frozen, lying on tho doorstep.
er fee, of course, was $89.
1

fc
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Walks Two Miles in Sleep.
Nashville, Ind. All known records
have been broken by
for
Ora Taylor, who lives near here, and
who. the other night, dressed only In
his nightctothes and in his bare loot,
walked two miles to the home of a
friend. On the way he waded through
an icy stream, but even the co.d water
failed to awaken him. Believing him
to be mentally unbalanced, tho friend
put Taylor to bed, whore ho slept
soundly until daylight, and was surprised beyond belief to llnd himself in
He said that he was
a strange bed.
conscious of nothing from the tlmo
lio went to lied at home until he awoke
to I be morning.
sleep-walkin- g
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KILLS TWO GIRLS
AT THEIR REQUEST
REMARKABLE
RETRA.GEDY
PORTED
FROM
GERMANY.

TRIPLE CRIME WAS PLANNED

girls, in which they said that It was at
their own request that he slew them.
The alienists who examined the pris
oner decided that although he was flut
tering from a form of Insanity, it was
not sutllclently marked to render him
Immune to punishment.
The eight-yea- r
sentence was Imposed under a
section of the criminal code which
provides a minimum of three years'
penal servitude from crimes of such
nature. The courts cannot recall any
case of this kind.

Berlin. Carl Brunke, a yomu; bank
cleric, has just been sentenced to eight
years' penal servitude here for one of
the moat, extraordinary deeds in the
annals or crline. Without hesitation he
confessed to the police that he had
murdered at their own request two sisters, .Martha and Alma llaars, 122 and
21 years old respectively.
The
slayer had for
sonic time been acting in the capacity
of teacher of music to the young
women, and expert alienists say that
all three had been reduced to a state
of extreme melancholy from exces.dvo
study of Wagner.
There is no doubt that the two girls
did ask Brunke to kill them. Indeed,
.Martha, the elder one, gave him the
monuy with which to buy the revolver
with which the double murder was
done.
When Brunke was arrested lie said
he was ready to confess and with the
utmost calmness said:
"When I came back the two girls
were awaiting me In my room, but our
courage then began to fail us. Martha
gave me $lf to buy three bottles of
champagne, and after bracing up our
courage with the wine we discussed all
the details of our approaching deaths.
"First I fired a test shot and we all
agreed that the revolver would surely
Both girls
do its work unfailingly.
had put on white waists and black
skirts so as to make a presentable appearance after death.
"By agreement I shot the younger
sister first. The Instant I red sho fe'l

One Which tho Farmer Will Find

Convenient Under Certain
Circumstances.

am.

w

the check row planter or
drill is not used the marker
here shown Is very convenient in laying off a field for corn or potatoes,
says a writer in the Farm and Home.
In strip
The runners should be 2xf!
at least six feel long, the cross pieces
2x1, as long as you want the rows of

- u y j roarj

Where

two-hors- e

BEE KEEPER'S CONVENIENCE
A

Machine for Punching
of
Holes in the End-BaFrameB.

Home-Mad- e

rs

YOUNG COUPLE ARE WED
Music Teacher Tells How Ho and His
IN A LIVERY STABLE.
Pupils, Melancholy Over Study
Irate Father of Bride Follows Elopof Wagner, Had Agreed
ing Pnir, But Fails to Stop
to Die.
Ceremony.
Elgin, 111. A livery stable Is not
the most romantic place in the world
for a wedding to take place, but It was
good enough for a (leneva young man
and an Aurora girl one day recently.
It was an elopement.
Papa the
bride's papa was In hot pursuit. The
matrimonially-Inclinecouple went to
the courthouse for a license and rushed
a messenger
to
of
the residence
Justice Irving L. Howell.
Justice Howell, who has been in the
marriage business lor several years,
is
always
and who
thoroughly
equipped for such emergencies, started
for the county courthouse on the run.
but the anxious couple could not restrain their desires for the matrimonial
plunge, and so had hastened down the
street in the direction of the justice's

Here is a drawing of a machine a
When the ordinary
takes a llrst look at It he
will be pretty sure to decide he can
not make that U Is too complicated.
I'he reason it appears complicated is
because he looks at the whole machine
instead of each small piece by itself.
I have had this machine several
years,
In
writes a California
(.leanings in Bee Culture, and it has
lven me a great deal of satisfaction
a satisfaction that can not be figured
in dollars and cents. But. if there were
800 frames to be drilled for foundation
wirer I believe this machine could be
constructed, and the frames punched,
in less time than the work could b

frame-perforato- r.

MACHINR

11

.MARK Kit Kllll 1'illtN (lit POTATOES.
corn in width. An extra board is
placed on the two tenter runners to
stand on while driving. The guide Is
fitted with a double end and hinged
at the center of the marker, so that
It may he turned over to either side
as desired. 'I he tongue of an orcan be attached withdinary
out much bother, or a special tongue
constructed.
bob-sle- d

HKADY I'Olt HPSINKSS.

done by hand. The construction will
be sufliciently clear from the Illustration.
The punch should be shaped like a
chisel edge, ami inserted in the machine in such a way that, it cuts
squaieiy across the grain of the wood.
For materia in making this I cut up a
sacking or broom needle, ami file or
grind it to the proper shape. It should
be about
or
inch in
diameter, and two inches in length.
.Most of these pieces of metal, If they
can not bo procured from the scrap-pllmachinery to be
or old won-ou- t
found on nearly every farm, can be
found in the odds and ends at almost
any blacksmith shop. The drilling can
be done by hand or by tho blacksmith
h
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office, and the
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justice met them near
of August

Coder
the livery barns
strom.
would-bWith bated breath tho
groom pxpln!-n- d
to Justice Howell
that there was but a minute to be
wasted on the marriage service as tho
irate father of the bashful bride was
due at any minute on the next car
from Aurora. The party entered the
livery stable, where Justice Howell
book
whipped out his memorandum
and the service was on. The knot tied
the happy pair hurried up the street
ind caught an electric car, leaving
Geneva by the same car on which the
bride's father had arrived from Au
rora in company with an officer, the
two men having alighted from the car
at the courthouse further down the
street.
e

I
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AIM AND
DKLIUKKAT1JI..Y
FIltKD TWO SHOTS."

o the floor dead. We bent down over
tier body and .Martha asked her if sho
was still alive, hut received no answer.
".Martha then stood up and pointed
nut to me carefully the spot on her
breast at which she wished me to fire.
I took deliberate
aim according to her
directions and fired two shots, both of
which hit the mark and passed entirely through her body. She must have

died instantly.
"I had agreed to turn the weapon
on myself aa soon as I had killed the
two girls, hut weakened at the sight of
their lifeless bodies lying on the floor
in front of me. Instead of shooting myself I decided to surrender to the police and make a confession."
Brunke turned over to the pollco letters apparently written by the two

HANDY MARKER.

A

WATERING

TREES.

Why tho Practice Proves of Value
Planting Necessity of Close
Packing of Soil.

at

An eternal question exists ns to
whether water should be used In setting out a dormant tree. Some men
use water anil some men do not.
When the scientific tree planter uses
water he does so merely to pack the
dirt tight about the roots of tho newly set tree. The unscientific man that
so
does
uses water
ho
because
imagines that the roots need moisture
so that they can take in plant food.
This is a mistake, as the roots do
not begin to take in food until the
leaves of tin; trie develop. The entire motion of sap in a tree conies
from evaporation of moisture
from
Wedding Trip on Nitro Wagon.
the leaves. This acts as the great
Parkersburg. W. Va. Edward Kol engine to propel the machinery of the
lev. an oil well shooter, who was mar
may ho so
trie, if the operation
riod a few days ago at .Marietta to named. It is many weeks from the
Miss Nellie Severance, of Lowell, 0.. time of planting till the time when
has Just returned from a wedding tho trio begins to use water.
It Is
iniirnev which they took on a nitro
thus easy, says the Fanners' Review,
glycerin wagon loaded with ttTi quarts to understand that water is not of
of the explosive. Kelley had to leavo help to tho tree except so far as It
right after the wedding for Syracuse, , brings the roots In closed contact with
0., to shoot a well. His bride Insist-the" earth.
This latter Is very impormi n weddlnt: Journey, and com
tant. One of tho great causes of
promised by driving with him SO failure with trees is tho fact that the
rotiuh roads with enough dirt h not packed In tightly about
wagon to blow
of tho explosive on the
the rcr's and cavities oxist under tho
them to atoms, but tne groom uruvti tree.
thoy got hack aljv.
carefully,

Hard Pect to Fight.
The treatment for root maggots 13
very tlifllcult, owing to their manner
of working upon the plants. The
treatment which Is recommended is
not entirely satisfactory at times. The
method of dealing with this pest,
which lias seemed most satisfactory
up to the present time, lias been to
watch the different stages of tho insect and when the llrst maggots appear to bn wonting in the plants It is
the practice to open a furrow away
from the plants and sprinkle Into ibis
furrow a quantity of tobacco dust,
the furrow.
afterwards rocoverinir
Another method is to apply at this
time a carbolic acitl emulsion mad in
the proportion of one pint crude carbolic acid, one pound soap and one
gallon water. This should be dilated
in ISO parts water and applied near
the plants along the row. Hither or
be
these ticatments will in .eneral
somewhat satisfactory We are at
present planning to take up the onion
maggot problem during t lie coming
season and hope we may be able to
get more conclusive results. H. 10.
Hodgklss, Assistant Entomologist New
York lixpoilment Station.
Planting Corn in Warm Soil.
lintl that
In the growing of corn
tho matter of seed is of very great importance, writes a Kendall county (111.)
correspondent of the Farmers' Keview.
I sometimes
buy seed to get a chango
sow my own for a few
and then
years. I prefer to buy .my time alter
January 1, as after that time seed cannot well ae changed. If It Is good seed
at that time It will stay good, and if
bad there is no way of improving it I
test Koveral times and make a thorough
test in winter. The sandy loam is
ready to plant several days earlier
than the clay loam. I prepare my
groi'iid thoroughly, and when the soil
warm I plant about one
litis becouj
Inches deep.
and
1

1

one-ha-

lf

Planting Potatoes.
Plant potatoes five to six inches deep
In good rich soil, In order that the

plant may have room to form
accommodate the tubers. If
deeper than this the crop will
unless the ground is unusually
Old

roots to
planted
be short
loose.

Flavored Butter.

When cream is kept at a high temperature for a long time tho butter Is
apt to have an old flavor. On the other
hand if tho cream is kept long at a
temperature below 50 butter may be

bitter.
Toning Up Hay.
For the last few years I have been
using some alslko anil a little
and find it adds much to the color of
my hay, and the color is everything,
or at leaiit half, in selling the gooda.
red-to-
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THE

HOT WEATHER CLOTHES NOW

ITV IIOTUJL

Xric MniHiieinriit
This Hotel has been thoroughly overhauled,
cleaned and refuted throughout; new furniture,
new carpets, etc Satisfaction guaranteed.

We have loads of them and at

Matchlessly Low Prices.

All wool Skeleton Coats and Vests

t1

at

Worth $7.50-Al- l
wool Skeleton Coats and Pants at
worth from $8 to $10.

$4
$5

BOARD

BY

WEEK

DAY

MONTH

OR

JOHN RUDOLPH, Prop.

Come and see us.

Jot Reed is letting contracts for ness corner in Tucumcari, as
is considered one of the
cottages to build on
four
e
G,
in
block
had on Main street.
be
.,
lots 1, 2, 3, and
best to
Addition. These will be rent
Mc-Ge-

Our line of clothing is unsurpassed for
Style, Fit, Quality and Low Prices.

cottages.

Mens' Underwear from 25c to $1.00.
Ladies' underwear from 5c upward.
Street Hats from 5c to $1.

S. J. Wallace is building a residence in the Smith Addition on a
lot purchased from Y A. Jackson.
Mrs. Wallace came in Thursday
from White Oaks, and they will
move into their residence in the
next few days.

Do not send vonr good money out of the country
and buy a "cat in the bag." Bring your list and
your catalogue and if we don't sell you goods as
cheap, or even cheaper, than the mail order houses
our goods will cost you nothing.

The Golden Rule Cash Store.
t

The only exclusive Dry Goods and Clothing House

in (Juay Co

L. C. Beverly, of Clarendon,
Texas, was here several days and
is en route to Channing, Texas, after a car load of bulls from the
Hereford farm, which he will bring
here to dispose of among i)uny
County stockmen.
L. P. Iiedgpeth, of Red Pork,
T., and Master Eddy Boneaker,
the son of his business partner,
came in Thursday and will spend
two or three weeks in Tucumcari,
the guests of Rev. J. F. Iiedgpeth,
the local minister of the Methodist Church, South.
I.

Whitmore & Co.
M. N. WHITMORE.

PROP.

The Place to Buy your

Staple

Fancy Groceries.

W. A. Jackson
lots 7, 11, 12 and

KANSAS CITY HEATS- - FISH, ETC.
We take your orders and
make prompt deliver)'.. . .
OVR.

PRICES ARE ALWAYS RIGHT.

WHITE FRONT RESTAURANT
WILLEHIN,

Prop.

Regular Meals 25c
Meal Ticket $5.00.
Short Order, Chili con Carne and Dairy Lunch all Hours
MAIN STR1CICT, - TUCUMCARI, N. M.

The Citizen has received a copy
"Free Homes in the Nara Visa
Country;" a small pamphlet of ten
pages besides cover, The pamphlet contains two illustrations, one
being a map showing the location
of Nara Visa, the other being a
display of agricultural products
From
grown without irrigation.
the map as well as from the letter
press, it is learned that Nara Visa
is on the Rock Island railroad, in
the southeastern portion of Union
County, New Mexico, directly
south of Clayton and a little north
east of where Ute Creek Hows into
the Canadian River. In the Nara
Visa country are more than i,ooo,-oo- o
acres of land open for settlement, altitude 1,000 to 5,000 feet,
soil good, rainfall about twenty
inches, good water reached at from
30 to 160 feet. The pamphlet was
printed by the Tucumcari News
Print, and the Citizen is indebted
to Willard Belknap of Nara Visa
for its copyAlbuquerque Citizen.

of

sold this week
to Mrs. E. E.
Harman, of Lynchburg, Ya.. and
lots 8, 0, and 10 to W. F. BuchAll this property was in
anan.
CONTEST NOTICE
block 14, Russell Addition. L. P.
Purbaugh, of Douglas, Arizona, Department of (he Interior, United States
Lsvnd Olfice
bought lot 2 in block 10.
Clayton, Nuw Mkxico.
II. R. Langston, his son, E. C.
May 2, tcjof)
Langston and wife, were here sevA sufficient contest affidavit having been
eral days visiting the families of filed in this office ly Tom Jackson,
Captain
Langston and Ernest. of Tucumcari, New Mexico, contestThey are from Guymon, Okla., ant, against Homestead Kntry No.
made December 10, 1901, for Slilt,
and we are informed by Ernest MT,
Section
Township 11 North,
31
Langston that his father and uncle Last, by Win. E. Aber. contestee. Range
in which
had not seen each other for about it is alleged that the said Win. 1C. Aber
has wholly abandoned said tract; that he
2S years until this visit.
14,

has changed

his resilience

therefrom for

J. S. Kabrich and wife are late more than six mouths last past; that said
arrivals from Oklahoma.
They tract is not settled upon and cultivated by
said
are at tke Glenrock temporarily. said party as required by law, and that
alleged absence from the said land
Mr. Kabrich has bought lots 1, 2, was
not d u e t o his employ-men- t
3, 4 and 5, east of the Plaza Hotel
in the Army, Navy, or Marine
and has already begun the erection Corps of the United States as a private
of a residence.
As soon as his soll,iur' 0,,icjr. seaman, or marine, during
war with Spain or during any other
residence is completed he tells the the
war in which the United States may be
editor of the News that he will be- engaged.
gin building a grain and feed store,
Now, therefore, said parties are hereby
and later will sink a well on his notified to appear,
respond and offer eviproperty, and if he is successlul in dence touching said allegation at 10 o'clock
getting plenty of water he will a, m. on June jf, iyoG, before N. V. Galle-goUnited States Court Commissioner, at
make the town a proposition to
furnish water to Jie general pub- his office in Tucumcari, New Mexico, and
that final hearing will be held at 10 o'clock
lic, or maybe put in a water works a. m. on July
J90G, before the Register
system.
and Receiver at he United States land
s,

w.

tor

CANDY
Base Ball Supplies.
zcGeo.

McCarar

Prop

Joseph Isreal

office in Clayt

;C.

.

will begin in a low
The said contestant hav 1. 'V in a proper
days the erection of his business affidavit, filed April
G, set forth
??,
bock on the corner purchased from facts which sb"., that after due diligence

Harry Neal some time ago. The
building will be of brick and stone;
one story and 25 by 117 feet. This
will make another splendid busi- -

personal service of this notice can not be
made, it is hereby ordered and directed
that such notice be given by due and prop-

er publication.

EmvAKi)

V. Fox,

Register.

